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The phenomena of AC electroosmosis (ACEO) and dielectrophoresis (DEP) which 
are AC electrokinetics (ACEK) phenomenon but the earlier is always referred as AC 
electrohydrodynamic (AC EHD), have been used for many years to stuay, mampulate, 
trap, separate and collect particles of different scales and origins. The techniques have 
been adopted by builders of Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) for Lab on a 
Chip (LOC) and Micro Total Analysis System (pTAS) for developing microfluidic 
devices.
In this work, electrodes have been used to investigate these phenomena, to understand 
and optimise electroosmotic (EO) trapping. The effect of medium viscosity, medium 
density and temperature has been examined. It has been shown that medium viscosity 
is dominant over medium density as factor that affects EO trapping. It is also has 
ruled out centrifugal force as the dominant factor of EO trapping. Additionally, this 
work has investigated the effect of chamber height and electrode size on the 
efficiency of EO trapping. It has also been shown that there is an optimal height for
______________________________________________________________________________u
optimum collection. Inadequate vertical space will result in inefficient collections, and 
over the optimal heights it will cause the vertical collections to be influenced by 
sedimentation. Furthermore, a model has been developed for particle trapping where 
the space above the electrode can be treated as two spaces, one trapping zone and a 
second region in which particles exhibit a linear descent into the trapping zone due to 
sedimentation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Electroosmotic Trapping
The use of electroosmotic trapping (the manipulation of particles to retain them 
against a flow using an electric field) is not new; several devices have been developed 
in academic labs over the past few years [1-5]. These are collectively called 
microfluidic chips, Labs on a chip (LOC) or micro total analytical systems (pTAS) 
devices. A wide range of applications has been shown, from automated cell culture [6, 
7] to performing cell sorting applications [8]. The area of electroosmotic trapping is 
expanding [9-14]. Although a lot of efforts and studies have been done in the 
academic laboratories the technology has not yet begun commercialization. This 
might be because the subtlety in the understanding of the area is yet to be achieved.
The observed motion of particles in a medium can be either caused by the direct 
influence of electrical field to the particles, or can be as a result of viscous drag force 
from the fluid flow induced by electric field in the medium. Collectively, these
1
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motions are known as electrokinetics (EK), whilst the induced flow of fluid (which 
can transport particles within it) is referred as electrohydrodynamic (EHD) flow. It 
has been well established that EHD is caused by electroosmosis (EO) [2].
The phenomena that cause particle motion can be manipulated in order to improve 
performance. Factors that influence EK can come from either the parameters that 
contribute to the generation of electric field, or the properties of the particle, or the 
properties of the suspending medium. The factors that influence the generation of 
electric field includes potential difference, frequency [15] and electrode geometry 
[16]. The properties of the particles and medium which influence EK behaviour 
include their conductivity and permittivity [17]. These gives the advantages to EO 
trapping as it is independent of the properties of the particle.
Manipulating the factors that influence EO will modify the behaviour of the 
phenomenon and tailor the effect according to the particular outcomes wanted. 
Currently EK and EO can be utilised for characterisation of particles [18]. EK can 
move, trap, collect or sort particles. Combinations of these factors determine 
electrokinetically -  induced motion to the particles or induced fluid flow. The 
combination is important in governing whether induced motion of the particle or the 
fluid dominates.
The advancement of science and technology especially with the emergence of 
microelectromechnical systems (MEMS) has given the solution for overcoming the 
problem of generating high electric fields on a small device. Electrode fabrication 
techniques provide the ability to make electrodes small enough for generation of high
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electric field to obtain the desired effect. This provides additional factors that give 
flexibility to the manipulation process. Among the geometries used for EK 
manipulation are polynomial electrode [19], parallel electrode [2], castellated 
interdigitated electrode [20] and Zipper electrodes [4].
Several applications have been introduced using the utilisation of the phenomena such 
as transportation of particles in microfluidic systems, such as sorting and separating 
different particles in a medium [21], trapping and collecting particles on the electrode 
for the detection system. Particles successfully manipulated using EK phenomena 
include latex beads [22-24], carbon nanotubes [25], bacteria [26, 27], virus particles
[28], algae [29], yeast cells[5], cancer cells [30, 31] and red blood cells [32].
Although EO has been successfully utilised for particle trapping, there is limited 
knowledge on the exact mechanism and the limitation of the phenomenon. The ability 
of the system to induce EO flow and using it for collecting and trapping particles is 
still vague. This work tries to obtain clarity on this problem and tries to develop an 
optimised system for EO trapping.
This work acquires new data set fi-om series of experiment that have been design by 
the author, inspired by previous works [2, 4, 5, 17, 19, 33-35]. The data is analysed in 
order to optimise EO trapping using novel electrodes called Zipper electrodes 
developed by University of Surrey. An array of interlocking, almost circular electrode 
pads (as the schematic in Figure 1-1) has been used in previous works show the 
ability o f the electrode to exhibit EO phenomena given the correct parameters [4, 5, 
24].
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Schematic of Zipper electrodes.
The origin of EO was investigated to confirm the trapping and collecting mechanism. 
The investigation exploits isopygnography, a concept based on centrifugal force for 
accumulating particles according to their density. The chamber height hypothesised as 
one of the limitations has been proven and formula was generated in order to develop 
an optimised EO trapping system.
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1.2 Development of the protocol for the Analysis of Electroosmotic 
Trapping
The protoeol for analyzing EO trapping has been developed base on the pre existing 
protocols learned from previous studies [4, 5, 24, 36]. The establishment of the 
procedure and selection of parameters in this work is done through series of 
experiments to find the suitability towards the achievement of the main objective for 
this work which is to find the causes and limitations of EHD for concentrating 
particles. The existing protoeol is used and repeated several times using several types 
of particles with different parameters setting in the process of developing suitable 
protocol for analysis of EO trapping.
In ter-electrode 
Gap
Particles
collection
Electrode pad
Figure 1-2 Preliminary data; Image of trapping of particles by Zipper electrodes 
system using similar method implemented by Hoettges [4, 5].
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Image in Figure 1-2 is an example of EO trapping using Zipper electrodes system. 
The experiment was done using similar method by Hoettges [4, 5]. FluoSpheres 
carboxylate-modified microspheres, 0.2pm red fluorescent (580/605) *2% solids* 
[Molecular Probe, Oregon, USA -  Leiden, Netherlands] is dissolved from its’ 
supplied concentration of 10  ^beads/ml to 10"^  beads/ml. The supplied suspension was 
first diluted 100 times by diluting lOpl of the supplied suspension with 1 ml of 
deionised water. Then lOpl of the diluted suspension is diluted 100 times again with 
1ml of deionised water to obtain the concentration of 10  ^beads/ml.
The diluted suspension is then shaken using the shaker and put in a sonic bath (60Hz 
for 5 minutes). After that, 30pl of the suspension is pipetted on top of the Zipper 
electrodes slide and covered with a glass cover slide. The electrode was supplied with 
electrical signal of 5Vp.p, 1 KHz generated by signal generator [Thurlby-Thunder, 
Huntingdon, UK] and observes under the Nikon Eclipse E400 microscope [Nikon, 
Kawasaki, Japan] with fluorescent light. Using PhotoLite photo software [Photonic 
Science, East Sussex, UK] with CoolView HS cooled camera [Photonic Science, East 
Sussex, UK], the image was captured as shown in Figure 1-2. The particles move 
orthogonally fi’om the middle of inter-electrode gap across electrode edges to the 
centre of the electrode. The collection of particles is in agreement with the previous 
work using Zipper electrodes by Hoettges [4, 5]. However as seen in Figure 1-2, the 
collection is not conducive for further analysis (the particles cannot be counted). The 
optimal parameters setting is needed for further analysis.
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1.2.1 Sample preparations
The method for preparing sample follows the method used by Hoettges which is used 
in his work for combination of DEP and EHD trapping using Zipper electrodes [5]. 
The sample was prepared by initially diluting the microsphere suspension from its’ 
supplied concentration of 10  ^beads/ml to 10"^  beads/ml. This was done by taking lOpl 
directly Ifrom the manufacturer and pipetted into 1ml deionised water inside a 
microtube. This represents a dilution of 100 times. The process is repeated with the 
diluted suspension. This represent 10 000 times dilution thus the final concentration 
of the suspension is 10"^  beads/ml. This was done to reduce the number of the particles 
and make it calculable. The diluted suspension was then shaken using the shaker and 
then expose to sonic wave in the sonic bath (60Hz for 5 minutes). This is considered 
as a micro-shaker for ensuring the particles are not stuck to each other.
1.2.2 Development for Method of Procedure
The method is established after many trials («20 experiments) especially to decide 
the duration of each experiment. A sample of SOpl fi-om the sample prepared was 
pipetted onto the Zipper electrodes. The sample is then covered with a cover glass. 
The electrode is put under a Nikon Eclipse E400 microscope for observation; and an 
electrical potential of 10Vp.p, frequency of 1 KHz generated by signal generator is 
introduced to the electrode. The value of electrical potential and frequency is taken 
from previous works [4, 5, 24] which has been shown to be the optimal environment 
for ACEO to take place. The accuracy of the electrical supply is monitored using 
IDS? 10 oscilloscope [Isotech, Merseyside, UK] in real times throughout the 
experiment. Images were captured using PhotoLite software with Coolview HS
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cooled camera. Duration of the experiment has been attempted up to 2000s. However 
it has been established that duration of 1000s is adequate for ACEO to be fully 
developed and for the particles to be collected. Thus, the duration of each experiment 
is set for 1000s. Each experiment is repeated at least three times to make sure that the 
behaviour is consistent hence relevant.
The particles collected shown in the images captured need to be counted for further 
analysis. A program has been written using MATLAB [The Mathworks, 
Massachusetts, USA] for image analysis to count the collected particles on the surface 
of the electrode. Captured images of trapped particles with ‘.tiff format can be 
analysed directly using an image analysis program written in MATLAB. However, 
after many trials (try to analyse data from 20 experiments) there are problems with the 
program because some of the particles collected were too close to each other and 
some parts of particles were on top of each other. These reasons have made the 
program to be unreliable. Thus, in this work the calculation of trapped particles is 
made by counting the particles manually by clicking the cursor (using mouse) on the 
particles in the image using ImageJ software [National Institutes of Health, Maryland, 
USA].
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1.2.3 Particle selections
Image in Figure 1-2 shows the example of the collection of particles on the electrode 
surface. It is not possible to count the particles in the image as the collected particles 
are too small and too many. The size of the particles is too small to be able to observe 
under normal light microscope thus needed fluorescent light to aid the observation. 
The problem with observation using fluorescent light is that the border of the 
electrode is not visible thus the position of the particles trapped can’t be located to see 
if they are on the electrode or not. Selection of bigger particle with lower 
concentration is needed to make the experiment results to be more conducive for 
further analysis.
Particle of biological origin has also been considered. Experiment using 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) has been performed in the process of deciding the 
suitable particles. In order to perform experiment using yeast, it needs to be cultured. 
Yeast is cultured in Yeast Peptone Dextrose (YPD) broth. YPD broth [Sigma-aldrich 
Company Ltd., Dorset, UK] is used as liquid growth media. To prepare YPD broth, 
50g o f the YDP powder need to be diluted in IL of deionised water. Thus in order to 
prepared 40ml solution, 2g YPD powder is needed. Dried active yeast [Allinson, 
Peterborough, UK], 4 - 5  palettes is added to the solution. Then the solution incubates 
in the oven at 37°C. Isoosmotic medium is prepared using 280mmol mannitol [Sigma- 
aldrich Company Ltd., Dorset, UK]. Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) is prepared by 
added PBS tablet [Sigma-aldrich Company Ltd., Dorset, UK] into 100ml deionised 
water. PBS solution is use to control the medium conductivity. PBS solution is added
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gradually into isoosmotic medium until the eonductivity of around 5 Op S/cm is 
achieved. The solution is then stored in the fridge.
YPD broth with yeast (yeast solution) is taken out from the incubator. Isoosmotic 
solution is taken out from the fridge and the conductivity is measured using 
conductivity meter. 1ml yeast solution is pipette into the microtube. The microtube is 
then centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 2 V2 minutes. The solution is carefully removed from 
the sedimentation (yeast). The isoosmotic solution is then added to the yeast. It is then 
shaken and centrifriged. The solution is removed from the sediment. This process is 
repeated two times to wash the yeast from the YPD broth before it is used as 
biological particles to demonstrate electroosmotic trapping.
It has been observed that Zipper electrodes system have the ability to trap biological 
particles which is also concurrent with the work by Hubner [24]. However due to the 
viability problem, the inability to remain at the same number all the time because they 
are dividing, yeast is not suitable to be of further use in this work; hence biological 
particle is omitted from this experiment.
Polymer microsphere (latex bead) has been chosen to be used in this work for its’ 
stability. The size and concentration of the solution is determined. Formula obtained 
from the datasheet (Appendix I) as shown in Eqnl-1, has been used to calculate the 
number of particles per ml.
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6C ■ 10^2
Number of microspheres /m l = ----------   1-1
p ■ 71 • (p^
C = concentration of suspended beads in g/mL
(0.02 g/mL for a 2% suspension)
(p = diameter of microspheres in pm
p = density of polymer in g/mL (1.05 for polystyrene)
From the calculation using Eqnl-1 and from the value obtained from the data sheet as 
in Appendix II the number of the microspheres (Firefli™ 3.1pm Fluorescent Green 
(Ex 468/Em 508 nm) *1% Solids*) [Duke Scientific Corporation, California, USA] is 
6.7 X 10  ^ beads for every milliliter taken directly from the bottle. Collection of 
particles from the solution of this concentration will be too many and the particles will 
be trapped on top of each other making several layers, make it impossible to calculate. 
The concentration of the latex bead in the earlier experiment showed that the 
collection of the beads is too crowded and the collection of particles look like it is on 
top of each other (Figure 1-2). The experiment using series of concentration has been 
done until the eoncentration that enables the eollection in single layer and calculable 
is found. After many trials, it is obtained that collection of microspheres of 3.1pm 
with concentration of 10  ^ or 10  ^ beads/ml can be trapped in single layer on the 
electrode surface and the collection is calculable as shown in Figure 1-3, hence these 
concentrations will be used in this work. Figure 1-3 is also a representation of 
previous work done by Hoettges [4, 5].
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m
Figure 1 -3 Preliminary data; one of the images captured in the experiment using 
Zipper electrodes to trap 3.1pm microspheres of 10  ^beads/ml concentration.
1.2.4 Electrode selections
The work is intended to use Zipper electrodes. However experiments using different 
types of electrode geometry have also been done to look at the universality of the 
phenomena which is not exclusive to Zipper electrodes. The experiment as explained 
in Chapter 1.2 is repeated using inter-digitated parallel electrode. Figure 1-4 shows 
one of the images obtained from the experiment using inter-digitated parallel 
electrode.
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Electrode Inter-electrode Gap
Particles trapped
Figure 1-4 Preliminary data; Particles collection using inter-digitated parallel 
electrode.
Particles collection as shown in Figure 1-4 shows that some of the particles are 
collected at the centre of the electrode and some are trapped at the electrode edge. 
This shows that the phenomenon is not exclusive to Zipper electrodes and can be used 
for other types of electrode geometry.
The suitable size for Zipper electrodes to be used in this work is determined. The 
work needs the electrodes to be small enough to collect particles at the centre of the 
electrode with the optimum setting. The technique for fabrication of Zipper electrodes 
is learned from scratch. There is specific technique to draw Zipper electrodes 
geometry so that the diameter, inter-electrode gap and the neck of the electrode can be
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determined as shown in Figure 1-5. The drawing is done using Solid Edge V I9 
[Siemens PLM Software Inc., Munich, Germany] which is a computer applications 
that can do vector-based drawing to produce a drawing with a precise dimension at 
high resolution. The drawing is then made into photomask.
Electrode Pad
Figure 1-5 Zipper electrodes geometry drawn using computer aided vector-based 
drawing application.
The photomask must be made in opposite in terms of opaque and clear as it will be 
used for photolithography on a negative photoresist. Photolithography is one of the 
steps in micro fabrication to remove parts of thin film. In this case, UV light is used to 
transfer a Zipper electrodes pattern from a photomask to film of negative photoresist 
which has been prepared by putting drops of Microposit S1813 SP15 photoresist 
[Rohm and Haas (UK) Ltd., Staffordshire, UK] on a Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated 
glass slide [Delta Technologies, Colorado, USA] and spin it using photoresist spinner 
[Headway Research Inc., Texas, USA] to get an even spread and baked at 100 °C on a 
hot plate for 1 minute. The duration of the exposure is a try and error process. The 
unexposed portion to the UV (ultraviolet) light (hidden by the opaque portion of the 
photomask) will be etched using Microposit 351 photoresist developer [Rohm and 
Haas Ltd., Staffordshire, UK]. This is the moment when we know if the exposure to
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the UV light is sufficient. The ITO coated glass slide with printed Zipper electrodes 
geometry is inspected under light microscope. If there is no remnant of photoresist left 
and the edge of the geometry is sharp then we know that the sufficient exposure time 
is achieved. The glass slide then will be baked in the oven for 45 minutes at 100°C. 
After that, the ITO layer without coated photoresist on the glass slide will be etched in 
a boiling 18% Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) solution. This leaves the layer of ITO with 
coated photoresist in Zipper electrodes geometry. The Zipper electrodes is now ready 
after removing the photoresist which are covering the ITO layer using acetone. It took 
the author many trials («50 times) and a lot of times («2 months) before the skill for 
the fabrication can be mastered.
1.2.5 Flow Cell
This work also considers the collection in a flow, thus flow cell is made using the 
technique of photolithography. The flow cell is made fi-om liquid perspex. Liquid 
perspex is reactive to UV light and will harden when expose to UV light. The mask 
was prepared using polyester film. The channel is represented by the opaque structure 
on the mask so that it will avoid the exposure of UV light to the liquid perspex. The 
unexposed part of the liquid perspex will not be hardened so it then can be removed. 
Now the flow cell is ready to be used. The ACEO trapping in flow will be discussed 
further in the diseussions in Chapter 4.
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1.2.6 Selection of medium viscosity and density
In order to proeeed with the work to establish the origin of the vortex trapping, the 
viscosity and density of the suspending medium need to be examined. The challenge 
is to find liquid mediums which have high density with low viscosity or high viscosity 
with low density. The information of the liquid properties is in the CRC Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics from Table of Concentrative properties of aqueous solutions: 
density, refraetive index, freezing point depression, and viscosity [37].
Density of the medium can easily be measured by weighing the solution, however 
measuring the viscosity of a medium is a difficult process. It requires correct selection 
for spindle and speed in order to get the reasonable torque for the accurate viscosity 
reading. The measurement for the viscosity has been made using Brookfield DVII + 
Pro [Brookfield, Massachusetts, USA] digital viseosity meter. A very similar reading 
to the data from CRC was obtained.
Initially 14% w/v Sucrose solution of 1.05 g/cm^ density has been chosen as it has the 
same density as the partieles (property of microsphere from the data sheet as in 
Appendix II. lOpl of 3.1pm Microsphere solution is added into 1ml of 14% w/v 
Sucrose solution in a microtube. The suspended particles in the microtube were 
centrifuged. No sedimentation was observed, indicating that the centrifugal force did 
not causing sedimentation for isopycnic (iso density) solution. Similar suspension has 
been used for ACEO trapping in the zipper electrode system and it has been observed 
that particles were collected at the centre o f the electrode. This does not follow the
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theory of isopygnography (equilibrium density gradient centrifugation) which will be 
explained further in Chapter 3.
The effect of temperature was postulated to be the causes of the collection. According 
to the data in CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics [37], it has been shown that 
the properties (ie. density, viscosity) of the medium changes with changes of 
temperature. This work has eliminated electrothermal motivation. Using IR 
thermometer, the temperature of liquid is monitored when running Zipper electrodes 
system. No temperature rise is observed in the medium thus overruled the idea of 
electrothermal motivation. This is concurrent with the work by Ramos which has rule 
out electrothermal motivation [38, 39]. However ambient temperature has been 
observed to contribute for collection pattern. As the experiment is done in between 
spring and summer where there is significant temperature different between day and 
night, it has given the advantage for this work to observe the effects of ambient 
temperature to the behavior of ACEO trapping. Some experiment has to be done at 3 
am in the morning to get the correct ambient temperature.
As the room temperature is fixed at 20°C, the desired solution is carefully selected 
and prepared using the information in CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics from 
the Table o f Concentrative Properties of Aqueous Solutions: Density, Refractive 
Index, Freezing Point Depression, and Viscosity [37]. The density of the solution is 
then confirmed by measuring the densities of the media thus confirm the viscosity of 
the media shown in the table.
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1.2.7 Selection of Chamber Heights
The next step is to determine the thickness of spacer needed to be use to create 
chamber height. Hoettges in his work has suggested that the vertical height of the 
vortex generated in the zipper electrodes system is about 100pm [5]. However, the 
collection of particle can still be observed when the experiments were performed in a 
chamber with 130pm heights created using spacer made of insulation tape. The 
properties of the insulation tape are as in the data sheet in Appendix III. This indicates 
that the collections of particles vertically might cover higher area than suggested 
earlier. Multiple spacers have been used to create various chamber heights (130pm, 
260pm, 390pm, 650pm, 910pm, 1300pm). The idea is to create a chamber having 
height (i)lower than the vortex, (ii)about the size of the vortex and (iii)higher than the 
size of the vortex, generated in the system. This will be explained further in Chapter
4. Figure 1 -6 illustrates a chamber having chamber height higher than the size of the 
vortex generated by the system.
D) A rea unreachable by vortices
_o
anp
Electrode
Figure 1-6 Illustration of a chamber having the height higher than the vortex 
diameter creating unreachable area by the vortices.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
Electrohydrodynamics (EHD) and Electrokinetics (EK) are phenomena that promote 
particle movement in a medium. The basis of these phenomena lies in the concept of 
charged particles, the interaction between them, the interaction between charged 
particles with the charged electrode and the interaction between charged particles and 
the electric field.
2.1 Electrostatics and Electric Field
Electrostatics describes the properties of electric charges at rest. There are several 
laws that govern electrostatics such as Coulomb’s law, electric fields, and electrostatic 
potentials. Coulomb’s law states that any two charged objects will create a force on 
each other. If the objects have similar charges it will produce a repulsive force but if 
the objects have opposite charges it will produce an attractive force as illustrated in 
Figure 2-1.
22
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Figure 2-1 Illustrations of electrical force between two charges, (a) opposite 
charges attract (b) similar charges repel.
Coulomb’s Law states;
p  =  f  2-1
k -  electrostatic constant
M2 poiut charges 
r  = distance between charges
k  is derived from the relationship to vacuum permittivity
k =   -----  2-2
47r£n
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The idea of Coulomb’s Law has led to the concept of electric fields. The electrostatic 
potential is a potential that produces the electrostatic force which is the potential 
energy per unit charge determined by the work needed to move a unit electric charge 
from a reference point to a specific point against the electric fields. The electric field 
can be expressed as in Eqn2-3;
£ = ^ f  2-3
Eqn2-3 is a split from Eqn2-1. While Eqn2-2 can only be applied to combinations of 
two charges, Q represents the contribution of a constant charge regardless of other 
charge. Q produces a force field which is a total value of force. This force field is 
called electric field.
The electrie field can be represented by the electric field line as shown in Figure 2-2. 
It shows the direction of the electric field due to single point charge. The magnitude 
of the field is indicated by the proximity of the line to each other.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2-2 Electric field lines of (a) a positive point charge b) a negative point 
charge.
Electric field lines can be diverted with the presence of other charges. This is 
illustrated by electric field dipole as shown in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3 Electric field dipole. The field lines are bent towards one another.
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2.2 Electrokinetics and Electrohydrodynamics
Electrokinetics (EK) is the term used to describe the phenomenon of an induced
motion following the application of an electric field. The first electrokinetic
phenomenon was first reported by Reuss in 1807 when he observed clay particles 
migrated in water with an applied constant electric field [1]. This phenomenon was 
dubbed electrophoresis, and it is the motion of charged surface or particles relative to 
stationary liquid by an applied electric field as shown in Figure 2-4.
Electric Field Strenetb^
Electrostatic force
Electropliôreîjic 
retai'dation force
+  +  “
Figure 2-4 Illustration of a particle in an electrolyte with an applied electrical field 
experiencing electrophoresis.
Electrohydrodymics (EHD) is the fluid flow generated with the presence of electric 
field. In 1809 Reuss observed another electrokinetic phenomenon of a different type. 
This time the liquid is induced to move with an applied electric field relative to 
stationery charged surface and is said to experience EHD force. This phenomenon, 
which drives the fluid flow, is called electroosmosis (EO) which is an EHD force. It 
can be explained with the concept of electrical double layer introduced by Helmholtz 
in 1870 as illustrated in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5 Illustration of electrical double layer and elecroosmotic flow. A 
negatively-charged wall in this figure induces a thin, positively charged electrical 
double layer. Coulomb forces in the electrical double layer induce a fluid flow that is 
approximately uniform outside the electrical double layer.
2.3 The Electrical Double Layer
“The Electrical double layer” (EDL) is the term used to describe the phenomenon that 
occurs at the interface between solid and liquid. This solid -  liquid interface is the 
backbone to electrokinetics phenomena. It is easier to imagine that if  the solid has a 
charged surface, it will attract counter charge to balance the system. The counter 
charge, therefore, will occur in the liquid. It also can be imagined as the sequence of 
steps that take place near the solid surface if  its neutralizing ions were to be stripped 
away.
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2.3.1 Helmholtz Double Layer Model
The first model of electrical double layer was first put forward by Helmholtz in 
1850’s and known as Helmholtz Double Layer. This is the first idea put forwarded for 
the concept of the electrical double layer. It stated that the counter ions of the opposite 
sign charge will neutralise the electrode surface charge. Depending on the distance the 
counter ions from the electrode surface (measured from the centre o f the counter ions) 
the charge potential will be reduced linearly. However, the explanation by Helmholtz 
is inadequate as it exhibits rigid layers of counter charge, which is not true in a real 
situation. The concept is expanded by Gouy-Chapman by introducing the diffuse 
concept for EDL, which is called Gouy-Chapman Double Layer model [2],
2.3.2 Gouy-Chapman Double Layer Model
The unrealistic Helmholtz Double Layer model persuaded Gouy and Chapman to 
independently revisit the idea and propose a theory called diffuse double layer. Gouy- 
Chapman Double Layer model proposed that the balance is achieved by counter ions, 
which are continuously diffuse in the liquid phase until the movement is restricted by 
the counter potential being set up [2]. This model anticipated the change in the 
concentration of the counter ions near a charged surface follows Boltzmann 
distribution.
^ilocal Q  6 X p
-Zi-eT
kT 2-4
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Ions distribute in a random fashion. While e is the charge on the electron (1.6 X 
the local ionic concentration for ionic species / {cuocai ) is the results of the 
interaction between concentration ion species / in an electrolyte (q ) with the local 
electric potential (T )^ where Zj- is the number of charge per molecule (valency), k  is 
the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature.
The volume charge density p can be expressed as;
P =  y  ZieCi 2-5
i=oo
Expressed in Poisson equation for plane surfaces;
—4np 
dx^ d
2-6
Combining the Boltzmann distribution with the Poisson equation and integrating 
under appropriate limits, the electric potential as a fiinction of distance from the 
surface can be yielded. The thickness of the diffuse double layer is given by;
SrkT ^ ,
^doutle  I ( 4 „ e 2  2 „ . ^ z . 2 )
Thus, equation 2-7 can be simplified for the thickness of the diffuse double layer at 
room temperature by;
3.3 X lO^Er
^double  — --------
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It shows that the layer thickness decreases with increasing valence and concentration.
Compact layer J
Metal
Figure 2-6 Illustration of the electrical double layer.
uter Helmholtz Plane
•Inner Helmholtz Plane
The illustration as shown in Figure 2-6 shows the electrical double layer structure. 
The Inner Helmholtz Plane (IHP) is the plane cutting through the centre of the 
adsorbed species. The Outer Helmholtz plane (OHP) is the plane cutting through the 
positive ions at their position of closest approach. Ions in the diffuse layer are always 
being exchanged at the surface, but the surface excess of counter ions always exactly 
balances the total charge associated with the solid. The Gouy-Chapman theory 
described the physics o f the diffuse part of the double layer.
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2.3.3 Stern Modification of the Diffuse double Layer
Stem modified the Gouy-Chapman diffuse double layer model because it lacks a 
quantitative application. The modified model rejected the assumption that ions behave 
as point charges, and the assumption for the absence of physical limits for the ions to 
approach the surface. Stem stated that the first ions of the Gouy-Chapman Diffuse 
Double Layer are not at the surface, but at some distance d  away fi-om the surface 
because o f the finite size of the ions [2, 3]. This means ions cannot approach the 
surface closer than a few nm the distance usually being taken as the radius of the ion. 
As a result, the potential and concentration of the diffuse part of the layer are low 
enough to justify treating the ions as point charges. If the concept of electrical double 
layer is to be applied to colloidal particles the ionic distribution will be as shown in 
Figure 2-7.
/rr\  —---------Slip Plane#
/Stem  layei ^   Stem  Plane
@
Diffiise layer
Electrical 
Double layer
Figure 2-7 Illustration of Electrical Double Layer surrounding a particle o f the 
dispersed phase.
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Illustration in Figure 2-7 shows the electrical double layer model including the Stem 
modification. The Stem layer is a layer of counter ions attracted to the particle surface 
and closely attached to it by the electrostatic force. The Diffuse layer is a film of the 
dispersion medium adjacent to the particle. The Diffuse layer contains fi*ee ions with a 
higher concentration of the counter ions and lower concentration of co ions than the 
bulk medium. The ions of the diffuse layer are affected by the electrostatic force of 
the charged particle. The Slip plane, which is also known as shear plane, is the 
boundary for the layer of the surrounding liquid which always remains attached to the 
colloidal particles when it moves in the dispersion medium. The electric potential at 
the particle surface, stem plane and slip plane are respectively known as surface 
potential, stem potential and zeta potential.
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2.4 Dielectrophoresis
Dielectrophoresis is a branch of AC electrokinetics (ACEK). According to Pohl, if  a 
polarisable particle is exposed to non uniform electric field, it will form a dipole 
within the particle and accumulate charge at the surface of the particle [4] as shown in 
Figure 2-8. The non uniform electric field gives an imbalance of forces and produces 
a net force on the particles. The electrical properties of the medium and the particles 
will determine whether the movement is toward or away from the region of the 
highest electric field, which are termed positive and negative DEP respectively.
Charged
Paiticle
Neutral 
Paiticle
É
+ve DEP
Figure 2-8 Schematic of Dielecrophoresis.
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The schematic of Figure 2-8 illustrates the generation of DEP. The non uniform 
electric field results in the polarisation and formation of a dipole of a neutral particle. 
The polarised particle will move in an electric field either toward a positive or a 
negative electrode, depending on the permittivity and conductivity parameters of the 
whole system.
Consider a spherical particle in a non-uniform electric field as shown in Figure 2-9. 
When the particle polarises, it will have centres of positive and negative charges that 
are equal in magnitude but separated by a distance d along vector r. Since the electric 
field is non-uniform, the positive and negative charges will experience different 
electric field strength.
Figure 2-9 Dielectrophoresis occurs when a polarisable particle is suspended in an 
electric field of non-uniform magnitude, so that the Coulombic forces induced on the 
charges on each half of the dipole are different.
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Total force on the particle;
F =  Q+F(r + d) -  Q"F(r) 2-9
From Eqn2-9 we can derive the dielectrophoretic force F d e p  acting on a spherical 
body as explained by Pohl [5];
Pbep =  2nr38^Re[K(_co-)]V\Êf 2-10
where r is the particle radius, 8m is the permittivity of the suspending medium, V is the 
Del vector operator;
^  /  d d d \
2-11
E  is the rms electric field strength and Re[K(^ù))] is the real part of the Claussius- 
Mosotti factor, given by
a-Cü)) = 2-12
where and g* are the complex permitivities of the medium and particle 
respectively, and e* =  ^ ~  ”  with o the conductivity, s the permittivity and ù) the 
angular jfrequency of the electric field.
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2.5 AC electroosmosis
AC electroosmosis (ACEO) is electrokinetic phenomenon which can be observed at a 
frequency ranges below 1 MHz [6]. The electrical field need time to form and interact 
with electrical double layer (EDL) hence the low frequency. Although it is 
electrokinetic phenomenon, ACEO is always referred as electrohydrodynamics 
(EHD) as it involves the generation of fluid flow. When the electrode is applied with 
electrical potential, electrode polarisation occurred. The electric field developed will 
cause the accumulation of charges on the electrode surface thus changes the charge 
density near the surface and forms an EDL. The tangential component of the electric 
field and induced charge in diffuse double layer on the electrode surface interact and 
generate the net force that will induce fluid flows [6-9].
In electric fields, a component of the field will lie parallel to the electrode surface (ie. 
there exists an electric field tangential to the electrode). This field will interact with 
the electrical double layer on the electrode to produce force as shown in Figure 2-10. 
It can be seen from this figure that the direction of the force is always away from the 
region of high tangential field and across the electrode surface. Since the direction of 
the tangential component o f the electric field and the sign of the charges in the EDL 
are both change in an alternating electric field. Therefore, the resultant force on the 
fluid will always remain in the same direction.
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Figure 2-10 Illustration for generation of AC electroosmosis.
When two planar electrodes are separated by a gap and covered in an electrolyte, and 
a voltage is applied, the ions within the electrolyte form an electrical double layer 
across the electrode surface. The electrode will acquire an electrical charge of the sign 
relating to the applied voltage. In an electrode array for AC electric fields, the field 
line perpendicular at the electrode edge due to Coulombic forces; but is tangential 
through the electrical double layer such that the vectors described by electric field can 
be divided into component pointing fi-om the electrode surface and component along 
the electrode surface[10]. The tangential field developed due to polarisation process 
governs potential at the outer edge of the double layer. Charge at the surface 
developed due to polarisation process causing the potential dropped across the double 
layer [11]. Therefore, the interaction between field line and charge acts toward the 
surface and along the surface. Since the charge cannot get closer to the charge in the 
EDL, the tangent in component dominates. Considering the viscous action it will 
cause the medium in the vicinity to move along the surface as well.
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ACEO has heen successfully modelled by treating the electrolyte and the EDL as 
impedance in series [8]. The model as shown in Figure 2-11 predicts the 
electroosmotic velocity v on the surface of the electrodes.
Current tubes, w idths r
Double layer 
capacitance
Distancc.r
Figure 2-11 Current flux tubes model of ACEO which can be used for calculating 
fluid velocity. The model considered inter-electrode gap to be very small and double 
layer is constant and entirely capacitive -  adapted from Ramos et al [8].
The depth, or penetration, of the double-layer above the electrodes and the average 
AC electro-osmotic (ACEO) velocity calculated using the formulae as quoted (given 
by Ramos et al [8];equations (1) -  (4) and Morgan et al [11]; page 96 equation 6.2.1)
The double layer is likely to be very thin with respect to the height of the chamber so 
AC electro-osmosis (ACEO) is acting as an electrode surface fluid pump effect. For a 
body immersed in a symmetric electrolyte (e.g. KCl) with medium with permittivity, 
8^ , the thickness of the diffuse layer surrounding it, 2d, is described by the reciprocal 
of the Debye screening length,
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1 /' So^ iti^ bT \  0 1
^“ = k =  12coNavZ^W
In Eqn2-13, the permittivity (real part of the complex dielectric constant, s*) is Sq = 
SoSrm Go = 8.8542x10'^^ (F m'^) the permittivity of free space, Sm = 78.4 is the relative 
permittivity, z is the valence of ion species (z=l), kg= 1.381x10'^^ (J K'*) is 
Boltzmann’s constant, T = 298 (K) is absolute temperature at 25 °C, Cq (mol m’^ ) is 
the equilibrium concentration of co-ions and counter-ions in the medium, Nav= 
6.022x10^^ mol"  ^ is Avogadro constant, and q = 1.602x10'^^ (C) is the electronic 
charge.
Example: 1 mM KCl. We note that molar solution is given in moFlitre whereas Cq 
(mol m'^) so that a conversion value of 1000 is needed, Co = 0.001x1000 = 1 (mol m" 
)^. Using all values given above, 2d = 10 nm and this concurs with [11], p. 102. 
Values for thickness of the diffuse layer for 0.1 mM and 10 mM KCl are 30nm and 
3nm respectively, and are listed from a MATLAB program (see Appendix IV) in 
Figure 2-12 -  Figure 2-15. That is, the screen length decreases with increasing 
electrolyte concentration.
The time average velocity in the transverse direction, horizontal axis (parallel to the 
plane of the electrode and orthogonal to the edge that is separated by a gap between 
the adjacent electrodes) is given by;
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= 5 ^ r ( l + W
where r) = 9x10^ (kg m'^ s'^) is the dynamic viscosity, Vo is electrode voltage.
The non-dimensional frequency Q is given by Eqn2-15;
CJSj^TlKr
where 0^ is the conductivity of the electrolyte, and k  is the reciprocal Debye length 
of the EDL and co is the angular frequency of the applied electric field;
0) =  2 n f  (rad/s) 2-16
In Eqn2-14 the transverse position, r, is with respect to the origin that lies centered 
halfway across the gap and < > denotes time average. Clearly, the non-dimensional 
fi*equency and velocity have explicit dependence, Q = Q (x,f) and <v^>=<v^>{x,f). 
In the surface plot examples of these parameters for 0.1 mM, 1 mM and 10 mM KCl 
overleaf, the position has been shifted so that x = 0 is the electrode edge. The non- 
dimensional fi'equency is less interesting than the average velocity so it is plotted only 
once.
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N ondim ens freq \5  length & freq., 0 .0001  M KCl, = 30 nm, = 1 (V)
100
Trans d ista n ce , x (^ m ) log-frequency l o g , . f ( H z )
Figure 2-12 Non-dimensional velocity Q as a function of transverse distance (with 
electrode edge at x = 0) and log-frequency. The distance to the adjacent electrode is 
25 microns (i.e. centre is at x = -12.5 um).
Tim e averaged velocity vs length & freq., 0 .0001  M KOI, = 30  nm , = 1 V
Trans d is ta n ce , x(|j.m) log-frequency log.,Q f (H z)
Figure 2-13 A 0.1 mM KCl electrolyte (o = 1.5 mS/m) results in the predicted peak 
velocity to below 100 Hz at x = 0 (edge) and below 10 Hz at x = 100 microns from 
the edge.
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Tim e averaged velocity vs length & freq., 0 .001 M KCl, = 10 nm , = 1 V
S  0 .5
Trans d is ta n ce , x(|am ) log-frequency log.,Q f (Hz)
Figure 2-14 Increasing KCl to 1 mM (o -  15 mS/m) results in ‘shifting up’ the 
peak velocity to well above 100 Hz at x = 0.
Tim e averaged velocity  vs length  & freq., 0 .01  M KCl, = 3  nm , = 1 V
X 10
(0 0 .5
Trans d is ta n ce , x (p m ) log-frequ en cy  log.,Q f (H z)
Figure 2-15 Further increasing KCl to 10 mM (about o = 150 mS/m) results in 
shifting up’ the peak velocity to under 1 kHz at x = 0. The surface profile concurs 
with Morgan et al [11]; Figure 6.15, page 109.
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The frequency dependence of the ACEO induced velocity predicted by Eqn2-13 and 
Eqn2-14 concurs with experimentally measured and also agrees with the dependency 
electrolyte concentration. However, the calculated velocities tend (with maximum 
about 1.75 mm/s) to be higher than actually measured.
ACEO has advantages over DEP in particles collection process especially for small 
particles. This is due to the fact that ACEO act on the medium, induced fluid flows 
and cause particle movement from viscous drag force and DEP act directly on the 
particles, force induced in particles suspended in non-uniform electric field, thus the 
particle motion is independent of the properties (especially size) of the particles [12]. 
DEP trapping only occurs close to the electrode edges because of the dependency on 
the field non-uniformity local to the particle. ACEO-based trapping is independent to 
the field non-uniformity and only limited by the depth of penetration of the vortex. 
This means that ACEO trapping can collect particles from larger volumes compared 
to DEP. Furthermore electroosmotic force can trap particle farther in comparison with
DEP; with the distance from the electrode is -  and “  respectively [13].
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2.6 Applications
The needs for small scale particles study (down to nm) of either biological (e.g. cells, 
viruses, bacteria, DNA and proteins) or non-bio logical (e.g. latex beads, silicones, 
carbon nanotubes) origins are increasingly demanding. It is important to study the 
particles in their original state rather than being suspended in a medium or embedded 
in its host. This created the need for a technology that is capable of detecting and 
trapping particles at micron and submicron scales. Advancement in microengineering 
technology has seen the emergence of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). 
MEMS technology allows the construction of Lab-on-a-chip (LOG) devices, also 
known as Micro Total Analysis System (//TAS). These miniaturised systems have the 
advantages of requiring only small samples and also can be optimised to exploit the 
use of electroosmosis (EO) and electrokinetic (EK) phenomena.
Activity for transporting, gathering, collecting or trapping particles by moving 
particles suspended in a fluid has been explored since 1807 when Reuss first observed 
and reported electrokinetic phenomena [1]. The motion which is known as 
electrophoresis is the motion of charged particles or surface relative to a stationary 
liquid by an applied electric field. Reuss introduced another form of an electrokinetic 
phenomenon in 1809 when he proved that water can flow through a plug of clay when 
electric field is applied. This is called EO, where an applied electric field induced 
motion of liquid in relative to stationary charged surface which is a branch o f 
electrohydrodynamic (EHD). These phenomena have been explained with the concept 
of electrical double layer introduced by Helmholtz in 1870, which became the basis 
for the description of electrokmetic transport [14].
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Although the concept of EK has been well established, it is not until relatively recent 
that the concept is robustly studied. It was in 1951 when Pohl further utilised EK 
when he reported for the first time the motion of colloidal particles under non-uniform 
electric field [4]. He dubbed the phenomenon dielectrophoresis (DEP) to differentiate 
it from electrophoresis. It is not until almost 30 years later after all the studies and 
applications using DEP that people realising the existence o f ACEO when Pethig 
observe the phenomenon which collect particles in microfluidic system but neither 
positive nor negative DEP [15]. The chronologies below describe the build up for 
applications of DEP, advantage and disadvantage, and the parameter that influence 
the phenomenon until the discovery of ACEO.
OuUr
Bleetreâf
Ifenul Dipole
/
Inner Electroce
Suspended Particle
Figure 2-16 Diagram of forces operating on dipoles and suspended particles in an 
homogeneous electric field known as DEP shown by Pohl [4].
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After Pohl introduced the concept of DEP, a lot of research has been conducted with 
the objective of detecting particles of biological or non-biological origins such as cells 
[16-20], bacteria [21-23], and viruses [24-27]. Advanced studies o f DEP were started 
by Pohl himself to investigate the dependability of DEP upon physical parameters 
such as field strength, field uniformity, fi-equency, cell concentration, conductivity 
and time of collection [16].
Among the earliest application where DEP is employed, was the work by Pohl when 
he used DEP to separate live and dead yeast cells [17]. In Pohl’s later work, he 
extended the study of DEP on yeast cells, and investigated in detail the response of 
yeast cells to a non-uniform electric field as affected by various parameters [16]. In 
this work, a simple pin-pin electrode system as shown in Figure 2-17 was used with 
high fi-equency alternating fields. Pohl observed that the collectability o f cells at an 
electrode tip which is the region of the most intense field. In this study Pohl found out 
that the collection of cells depends upon physical parameters such as the field 
strength, field uniformity, and frequency. It also relied upon the cell suspension 
properties such as concentration, conductivity and upon the time of collection. 
Biological factors such as the colony age, thermal treatment of the cells, irradiation 
with ultraviolet light, and chemical poisons also play an important factor. It is 
presented that the cells collection increases linearly with increasing field strength until 
disruptive effects such as stirring and charge injection become prominent, directly 
proportional to concentration of cells, depend upon the square root of the elapsed time 
and highly dependent upon the frequency of the applied field and upon the 
conductivity of the suspension.
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(a) Top View
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(b) Side View
Figure 2-17 Diagram of pin-pin dielectrophoresis cell.
Pohl performed extensive work on DEP and in 1978, he presented his work on the 
effect of electrode geometries on the formation of DEP force [28]. This finding 
showed that with different geometries, different effects can be generated. Since then, 
DEP has been generated using variation of electrode arrays.
With the advancement of technology, especially with MEMS and the concept of 
pTAS or LOG devices, the fabrication of electrodes at small scale, down to nanometre 
scale was made possible. This allows the generation of electrical field gradients of 
sufficient magnitude to manipulate sub-micrometre particles.
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With the understanding that the controlled and predicted applications of DEP is 
dependent on the knowledge of the non-uniform electric distribution established by 
the electrode geometry, Huang et al introduced the procedure to design 
microelectrodes that provide well-defined spatial variations of non-uniform electric 
fields [29]. The example of boundaries of the polynomial electrodes is as shown in 
Figure 2-18.
n = 2n=  1
n = 3 n = 4
Figure 2-18 Example of polynomial electrodes with boundaries «=1, 2, 3 and 4.
Solid and broken curves denote differences in electrode polarity [29].
Huang substituted polynomial into Laplace’s equation to define the required electrode 
boundaries. The results are shown in Table 2-1 and the derivation of the electric field 
\E\ and DEP force factor V|E|^ are shown in Table 2-2. Huang and his colleagues 
developed a polynomial electrode, which can concentrate particles away from the 
electrode to a confined area depending on the electrode geometry [29].
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Table 2-1 Defining electrode geometry for polynomials derived from Laplace’s
equations [29].
n fn(x,y)=afna+bf„b
1 ax + by
2 a(x^-y^)+bxy
3 a(x^ -  3xy^) + b(y^~ 3x^y)
4 a(x^ -  6xy^ +y^) + b (x3y -  xy^J
Table 2-2 Polynomial electrodes spatial variation of the field |E| and DEP force 
factor V|E|2 [29].
n E =  (£'2+£.2)0.5 V|J?|2
1
V2 — Vj 
2*1 0
2
V-, -  Vi +3,2)0.5 »(^)2 (%^  +  y2)0.S
3
^ 2 * / •j { x ^ + y^y-^
4
V-? -  Vi
1 (x^ +  y2)2.5
n
Vo — Vin \  *(;c2+y2)l-5("-l) 2(n -  l)n^ (V)
Vi, V 2  : applied electrode potentials.
k], k2 , k3 , IC4  : constants defining the electrode size.
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The results for the experiment implying the procedure is introduced for fabrication of 
polynomial electrodes, corresponding to n=2 and k2=4096 um^ and subjected to a 10 
KHz, 10 Vp.p signal applied to the electrodes is as shown in Figure 2-19. It shows a 
yeast cells suspended in a 280mM mannitol + 1.4mM KCl solution of conductivity 
170 //S cm'^ for (a) and 280mM mannitol of conductivity 3.61 //S cm'* for (b).
Figure 2-19 (a) Negative dielectrophoretic collection (b) Positive dielectrophoretic
collection [29].
They also developed interdigitated castellated electrode and successfully trap particles 
using positive and negative DEP [15], as shown in Figure 2-20. In the study, the 
electrode material used was gold evaporated onto a layer of chromium on glass and 
the sample was yeast cells suspended in an electrolyte solution of different 
conductivity. The findings are shown in Table 2-3.
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Table 2-3 Observation of dielectrophoretic effects on yeast cells suspended in an
electrolyte solution of different conductivity [15].
Conductivity = 5 //S cm"
Frequency Observation
>500 Hz Diamond patterns on the electrode surface
10 KHz Cell collected at electrode tips and formed 'pearl chain'
>200 KHz Cell collected at electrode tips and formed 'pearl chain'
Conductivity = 150 //S cm-1
Frequency Observation
>500 Hz Diamond patterns on the electrode surface
10 KHz ♦ Diamond pattern on the electrode surface (up to 1 OOKHz)
♦ Those in the space between electrodes move to the bay 
region and formed triangular formation
>200 KHz Cell collected at electrode tips and formed 'pearl chain'
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In his work, Pethig explained that the electric equipotentials generated by the 
interdigitated castellated microelectrodes is given by;
F=a(E.V)E 2-17
a  is a spatially independent polarisability parameter whose magnitude and polarity are 
a function o f the permittivity and conductivity of the particle and suspending medium. 
When the values of frequency and medium conductivity are chosen that the parameter 
a  is positive, cells in the inter-electrode space collect at the electrode edge and cells 
on the electrode surface move towards the outer area nearest the electrode edge, as 
shown in Figure 2-20(a) which is dubbed as pearl chain formation.
When the values of frequency and medium conductivity are chosen that the parameter 
a  is negative, cells will experience the phenomena as shown in Figure 2-20(b) and 
Figure 2-21(a); in which the cells in the inter-electrode space pushes away from the 
electrode edges and cells on the electrodes are directed towards the central regions of 
the electrode surfaces and as shown in Figure 2-20(c) and Figure 2-21(a); particle in 
the space between the electrodes moved to the regions between the electrode tips to 
form a triangular formation.
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Figure 2-20 Formation of particle aggregation on the interdigitated castellated 
microelectrode as observed by Pethig et al [15].
However, in his study while using low frequency at 500 Hz, Pethig has discovered a 
new phenomenon as shown in Figure 2-21(b), which falls under neither positive nor 
negative DEP categories. All cells collected on the electrode surface to form diamond 
patterns. The phenomenon, which was called low frequency DEP, is later termed as 
anomalous DEP by Ramos [6].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2-21 (a)Cells collected on the electrode surface and between electrode tips 
to form diamond and triangular shaped respectively (b)Aggregation of cells to form 
diamond patterns on the electrode surface without triangular aggregation between 
electrode tips -  as observed by Pethig et al [15].
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2.6.1 Early work on ACEO
Ramos in his work [6] observed the same phenomenon as Pethig [15] where he 
initially described as anomalous fluid movement at low frequencies. Ramos observed 
similar behaviour as observed by Pethig as shown in Figure 2-21(b); that at low 
frequency the behaviour of biological particles in non uniform ac electrical fields does 
not show the expected motion for conventional DEP. The observation led Ramos to 
believe that the patterns are caused by fluid movement or hydrodynamic effects. The 
collection of particles on top of the electrodes occurs below a threshold frequency. 
Increasing the applied field increases the collection rate. In all eases the aggregations 
were observed for a range of particle types and sizes from 93 nm to 10pm in diameter, 
but the effect occurred at different threshold frequencies for each particle size.
Figure 2-22 (a) A schematic diagram of the coplanar plate mieroelectrode array
showing the axes, (b) A photograph of the coplanar plate mieroelectrode. The two 
electrodes are 2 mm long and 100 mm wide, and separated by a 25-mm gap [9].
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Extensive experiments were later done by Green [30] to study fluid flow induced by 
non-umform ac electric fields under several different conditions. Experiments were 
done using arrays of coplanar plate microelectrodes as shown in Figure 2-22. The 
electrodes were layers of 10-nm titanium, 100-nm gold, and 20-nm titanium of 2 mm 
long and 100pm wide, and separated by a 25-mm gap. Electrolytes with three 
different conductivities were prepared by adding different concentrations o f KCl in 
water. Three solutions of KCl were prepared which will be referred to as A, B, and C. 
The conductivities of the electrolytes were measured (at 20°C) as A\ 2.1 X 
10-^5771“ ;^ 5:6.3x10-35771"^; C: 8.4 X 10-35777"!. Two different sizes of 
fluorescent loaded latex beads (557nm and 216nm in diameter) were used as tracer 
particles to observe the fluid flow and to measure the fluid velocity. Variation of 
voltages and fi-equencies were applied to each solution of two different size particles.
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Figure 2-23 Measured impedance of the electrode array covered by the three 
electrolytes, plotted as a function of frequency. The different curves for the three 
electrolytes are marked as shown in the figures, with the measured capacitance shown 
in (a) and the measured conductance shown in (b) [9].
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The capacitance and the conductance for the system of electrode arrays covered with 
electrolyte were determined as a function of frequency as shown in Figure 2-23. It 
shows that the values are limited at a high frequency. This is due to the absence o f 
double layer effects from the electrode fluid interface at these frequencies.
The frequency variation in the velocity did not appear to depend on voltage, but was 
different in the different electrolytes, while the magnitude of the velocity increased 
with voltage. The movement of the particles was assumed not to be of 
dielectrophoretic origin, because in DEP the motion always towards or away from the 
electrode edge. What has been observed is the particles move past the electrode edge 
onto the surface. The particle is also moving in convection pattern at high potentials.
It has been observed that with high frequencies, the movement of particles was only 
close to the electrode edge. There are particles collected on the electrode surface in a 
band before slowly dispersing under the influence of diffusion. Decreasing the applied 
frequency display the movement of the particles achieves maximum velocity and 
travel across the entire electrode surface and out of the field of observation. Further 
reduction of the applied frequency exhibit the decrease of the particle's motion but 
continued to move across the entire electrode surface.
Anomalous DEP was studied further, and it is discovered that the occurrence is a 
consequence o f EHD forces [31]. This is the first time that EHD force has been 
explained as the phenomenon that contributes toward the collection o f particles. In the 
study the DEP and EHD force were combined and use as means o f separating 
particles. The electrode used was planar gold electrodes fabricated on glass or quartz
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substrates. The particles used were 216nm and 93 nm carboxylate modified latex 
spheres suspended in ImM KCl (conductivity 15mS m“ )^. An AC signal was applied 
to the electrode and varied in the ranges lOOHz to 20MHz and OV to 20Vp.p.
The study also demonstrated the usage of combined DEP and EHD to separate two 
different populations of particles. EHD force occurs when the high electric fields give 
rise to fluid movement, hence contributing to particle movement through viscous 
drag. Ramos later explained that the EHD flow is EO in origin [8].
The role of EHD for trapping particle was studied further by Green using parallel strip 
electrodes [31]. In the study, ACEO and AC electrothermal (ACET) were considered 
to be responsible for the EHDs flow. However, the role of ACET has been ruled out, 
fu-st by Ramos [6] and confirmed in his later work [32] for EHD flows at low 
frequency. The fluid flows from inter-electrode gap across the electrode surface with 
the maximum velocity occur at the electrode edge. This was confirmed by Ramos 
when he studied the velocity of the flow in relation to the frequency [32].
The role of ACEO in trapping particles has been successfully demonstrated on the 
castellated interdigitated electrode and parallel strip electrode [9, 30, 32-34]. The new 
era o f the role of ACEO for trapping particles emerge when Hoettges introduced the 
enhancement of the system with the interlocking teardrop shapes novel electrode 
known as Zipper electrodes [35, 36].
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2.7 Zipper electrodes
The geometry of an electrode plays an important role in determining the direction of 
force and flow in a given electrokinetics system. This has been documented by Pohl 
when he discussed the electrode shapes needed to produce dielectrophoretic force 
upon neutral bodies in non-uniform electric fields [28]. Hughes and Morgan have also 
shown that the trapping efficiency of an electrode array is dependent on the 
magnitude and dimensions of the electric field, which in turn is dependent on the 
geometry of the electrode [37]. Therefore, in order to maximise the effect of 
combined DEP/EHD, it is important to develop an electrode geometry that is capable 
of focusing particles across a large area toward a central spot.
The ideal geometry for focusing particles would consist of double electrodes having 
inner circular pad and an outer ring as a border to the inner with a distance. The 
fabrication of such electrode would be difficult as it would require multilaminate 
microfabrication. There are also possibilities of capacitive losses between upper and 
lower electrodes. It would also be inefficient since collection over the edge of the 
outer electrode would not be controlled.
The closest geometry to the circular electrodes would be the novel electrode 
configuration developed by Hoettges [36] which consisted o f a series of interlocking 
tear-drop shapes with a separating gap, and with interdigitations having electric 
potentials o f opposing polarity applied as the one shown in Figure 2-24. Thus the 
“zipper-like” array is termed Zipper electrodes.
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Figure 2-24 Schematic of the Zipper electrodes array. The electrode consist of 
interlocking circles of alternating polarities.
Zipper electrodes can easily be fabricated by photolithography and wet etching 
techmque. Masks were drawn using drawing software and printed with high 
resolution printer onto high resolution polyester film. ITO coated glass substrate will 
be coated with photoresist using photoresist spinner. Then it will be soft baked before 
exposing under UV light together with the arrangement of photomask to produce 
Zipper electrodes circuit. The developed circuit will be then hard baked before the wet 
etch process takes place. Details of the fabrication process are as explained by 
Hoettges [38] and Kadri [39].
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Figure 2-25 Schematic of Zipper electrodes array as used by Hoettges [36].
The Zipper electrodes has been proven to work for trapping particles at specific point. 
Hoettges proved that it can be use to trap BG {^Bacillus subtilis var niger^ spores 
(diameter % 800 nm) for evaluation of the electrode's performance to trap baeteria- 
sized bioparticles. Performance was evaluated using 110-nm-diameter fluorescently 
labelled latex beads (Molecular Probes, Oregon, USA) for trapping virus size particles 
and the capability of the system to trap cell sized particles is evaluated using Yeast 
cells (Saccharomyces cervisiae).
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These have been shown to be highly effective in collecting particles from suspension 
and depositing them on a small surface. The local enrichment effect of these 
electrodes is such that particles at a local concentration of 5 ^ 1 0 ^  spores/mL can be 
collected using a single electrode pad. The fluid flow induced in the bulk flow is an 
efficient mechanism, especially for very small particles, since the dielectrophoretic 
forces working on these particles are normally veiy small and do not penetrate the 
liquid as far as the vortex induced by combined DEP and EHD fluid flow does.
The system generates fluid movements, which contributes to the transport of the 
suspending particles to the electrode surfaces, while concurrently trapping the 
particles on the electrode surface. Since then, the system has been utilised in several 
studies such as the study of trapping of biological nanopartieles by Hubner [27] and 
the study by Broche in the field of oncology [40].
The work done by Hubner demonstrated that Zipper electrodes arrays can be used to 
concentrate a wide range of nanopartieles of biological interest, such as the influenza 
virus, dissolved albumin, and DNA molecules as well as latex beads of various sizes 
as shown in Figure 2-26 [27].
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(c)
Figure 2-26 Images of particles trapped using the Zipper electrodes, a) Latex beads 
and b) Influenza virions are pushed into the middle of the electrode pad. e) Albumin 
molecules collected both at the centre of the pad and at the electrode edge, d) DNA 
only collects close to the electrode edge [27].
Although electrokinetic trapping using Zipper electrodes system has been shown to be 
working in previous studies, the exact mechanism and its limitations, if any, has not 
been fully understood. It is important that the understanding is gained to expand and 
optimise the capability of such system. In order to do this, the range of influence that 
will affect the combined DEP and ACEO flows in the Zipper electrodes system needs 
to be explored. The range of influences that has been explored in previous studies 
were voltage, frequency and medium and particles conductivity. Other possible 
variables include particle size, particle surface charge, electrode size, inter-electrode 
gap size and chamber height.
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This research aims and objectives;
• To investigate the origin of electroosmotic trapping with consideration of 
medium density, medium viscosity and centrifugal fbree.
• To optimise electroosmotic trapping using Zipper electrodes system based on 
limitation of vortices due to height of chamber which is the vital mechanism 
of the system.
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Chapter 3
Investigation of the origin of ACEO 
trapping
3.1 Introduction
Manipulation of particles suspended in fluid using electric fields has been 
demonstrated in previous studies [1-10], Particle motion in a medium under the effect 
o f electric fields can either result from the effect of viscous drag force due to fluids 
motion induced by the electric fields or directly influence by generated electrical 
fields. These are electrokinetics (EK) but the earlier is always referred as 
electrohydrodynamics (EHD).
AC electrokinetics (ACEK) describes the manipulation of particles suspended in 
fluid when subjected to alternating current (AC) electric fields. Dielectrophoresis 
(DEP) is one of the phenomena that make up ACEK. DEP induces motion in colloidal 
particles by polarization effects in inhomogeneous electrical field. The particles can
69
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move towards the electrode (positive DEP) or away from the electrode (negative 
DEP) depending on the properties of particle and suspending medium.
Another ACEK phenomenon is the manipulation of fluid when subjected to AC 
electric fields. Although this is also ACEK, it is referred to as AC 
electrohydrodynamics (AC EHD). The motion of the particles occurs as a result of 
viscous drag force from the fluid flows. One of the phenomena that induce fluid flows 
is AC electroosmosis (ACEO). ACEO induces fluid flows by the interaction of the 
electric field and the electrical double layer on the surface of electrodes. The 
discovery of anomalous DEP as described by Pethig [11] which are later found out by 
Ramos to be AC EHD [12] and later termed ACEO [13, 14], has attracted further 
studies on microfluidic flows.
The work by Green and co-workers [15] has studied the fluid flow induced by non 
uniform AC electric fields using coplanar plate mieroelectrode array. Green 
manipulated the parameters that influence the system such as voltage, frequency and 
medium conductivity and gain the understanding on how AC electric fields induced 
fluid flow. The work concluded that the fluid flow is not induced by electrothermal 
effects but by a mechanism which promotes interaction of the non uniform electric 
field and the induced electrical double layer whieh is referred as ACEO.
Building on the interaction of ACEO and DEP demonstrated on the castellated 
interdigitated electrode [5, 11] and parallel strip electrodes [13, 15-17], Hoettges and 
colleagues has developed Zipper electrodes for similar purposes with further 
advantages [7, 8]. Zipper electrodes system is microfluidic systems using ACEK and /
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or AC EHD phenomena using a series of teardrop shape electrodes known as Zipper 
electrodes as the one shown in Figure 3-1.
ITO Layer 
Zipper Array
Figure 3-1 Zipper electrodes made by the author as actually used in the 
experiment.
Using the knowledge from previous studies [5, 13], Zipper eleetrodes were designed 
by the author to exploit the combination of ACEK and AC EHD. AC EHD flows 
caused by ACEO occur on top of the electrode, strongest at the electrode edge and 
moving in a speeific direction which is from electrode edge inwards. As a 
consequence of the slower flow inwards, a slow upward draft feeds back into the 
down draft over the electrode edge to form a vortex [7, 8] as illustrated in Figure 3-2.
Voric.'' ChamI her Height
nicclrodc Intcr-clectrodc Gap Electrode
Figure 3-2 Illustration of vortex develop in Zipper electrodes system.
The Zipper electrodes system pulls particles suspended in the solution towards the 
area of highest gradient ie. the electrode edge, just for the fluid flow generated by
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ACEO fbree to wash them inwards and traps in the vortex. It has been reported in 
literature that Zipper electrodes have the ability to concentrate particles on the 
electrode surfaces for the benefit of biosensors, such as for the detection of bacteria 
and viruses that rely on surface detection methods such as surface plasmon resonance 
or evanescent light scattering [7, 8]. Zipper electrodes induce vortex fluid flows at the 
edge of the eleetrodes orthogonally to the centre of the electrode.
Trapped
particles Electrode pad
f
Figure 3-3 Image of particles trapping using Zipper electrodes system captured in the 
experiment.
It has never been properly explained on how the particles escape from the vortex and 
collect in the middle of the electrode except the proposed idea by Hoettges that DEP 
pulled the particles from the vortex as they pass adjacent to the electrode edge placing 
them in a boundary layer laminar flow across the electrode surfaces to be collected in 
the centre o f the electrode pad [8].
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One of the possible explanations might be that the particles are thrown out by outward 
force known as centrifugal forces. The movement in circular motion is always 
associated to centrifugal force or centripetal force. Centripetal force is the force 
directed towards the centre of the curve to keep the object moving in a circle. 
Centrifugal force is the opposite outward force away from the centre o f rotation as a 
result o f the effect of inertia on the object experiencing rotation.
C^tiifugal&ice
Figure 3-4 Illustration of Centrifugal force.
Centrifugal force can be determined thus;
m v^
Fc = ------ 3-1
where Fc is the centrifugal force, m is mass, v is speed, and r is particle radius
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The dependency of the velocity to the frequency of the applied signal has been 
explained by Ramos[13, 14]. In his work, Ramos introduced electrical signals ranges 
between 2 Hz to 1 MHz. He concluded that the velocity of the fluid is frequency 
dependent, tending to zero at upper and lower frequency limits and maximum at a 
intermediate characteristic frequency. This is also supported by the work done by 
Green and co-worker [15]. Green stated that the velocities of the flow are frequency 
dependent and the frequency dependent behaviour varies with the applied potential 
and electrolyte conductivity. Green expanded the formula for electroosmotic velocity 
introduced by Ramos [13] into Eqn3-2;
<’’> = 8 ^ r ( l  + n2)2
where is the permittivity o f the medium, Vq is the potential applied to the 
electrodes, // is the viscosity of the medium, r is the distance from the centre of the 
inter-electrode gap, and fi is the parameter given by;
(ûEmTKn
where a> is the electric field frequency, represents the conductivity of the medium, 
and K  is the reciprocal double layer thickness.
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In this work, the concept of isopycnography (Equilibrium Density Gradient 
Centrifiigation) is used to examine ACEO in more detail. The concept states that 
anything with similar or less density from the density of the medium will stay in the 
rotary fluid movement and anything with higher density than the density of the 
medium will be thrown out from the vortices. Thus, in this experiment, medium with 
higher, similar and lower density than the density of the particle will be prepared to 
demonstrate this effect. The hypothesis for this experiment is; if  the collection of 
particle is dependent on the centrifiigal force, all particles will be collected at the 
centre of the electrode if the particles is suspended in the medium having lower 
density than the particle; and there will be no collection of particles if  the particles is 
suspended in the medium having higher density than the particle.
While investigating the influence of centrifugal force to the behaviour o f particles 
collection in Zipper electrodes system, the issue of viscosity and density of the 
medium has been raised. Further work has also been done to determine the dominant 
factor between the two.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Electrodes
The electrode used in the experiment is designed by the author based on the novel 
electrodes developed by University of Surrey called Zipper electrodes. The size of the 
electrode arrays is 500 //m in diameter separated by 150 jjm  inter-electrode gaps with 
390 /mi chamber height. The electrode is manufactured by the author using Indium 
Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass slides [Delta Technologies, Colorado, USA].
Photolithography and wet etching technique were employed by the author in the 
electrode fabrication process. Masks of 500 /ma diameter separated by 150 /mi inter­
electrode gaps for Zipper electrodes geometry were drawn by the author using Solid 
Edge V20 [Siemens PLM Software, Munich, Germany). The design was made into 
photo masks, manufactured onto Agfa 0.007" base high resolution polyester film at 
resolutions of up to 128,000 dpi [JD Photo-Tools, Lancashire, UK).
The fabrication process was started by evenly coating the ITO 4-1OQ coated glass 
substrate with negative Microposit S1813 SP15 photoresist [Rohm and Haas Ltd., 
Staffordshire, UK). Drops of photoresist were placed on the glass substrate and spun 
using the photoresist spinner [Headway Research Inc., Texas, USA] with 5000 rpm 
for 50 seconds. Then the photoresist coated ITO glass substrate is baked on a hot plate 
for 1 minute at 100°C. This is termed soft-baked. After that, the desired Zipper 
electrodes geometry was printed on the glass substrate by exposing the photoresist 
coated ITO glass substrate together with the photo masks to ultraviolet (UV) light for
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40 seconds. The printed geometry was developed using a Microposit 351 developer 
solution [Rohm and Haas Ltd., Staffordshire, UK]. This is the process to remove 
soluble photoresist material that is unexposed to the UV light. The printed ITO glass 
substrate is then baked in the oven for 45 minutes at 100 °C. It is termed hard-baked. 
Uncoated ITO is then removed using a boiling Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) 18% solution 
[Fisher Scientific Ltd., Leicestershire, UK] in the fume cupboard. Finally, the 
photoresist material was removed fi*om the ITO coated glass substrate using acetone. 
The process is as explained in detail by Hoettges [18] and Kadri [19], and can be 
illustrated as shown in Figure 3-5.
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rro  on glass Photoresist layer spread on the ITO 
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Soluble Photoresist removed with the developern
FIG exposed to HCl 1S% removed
Soluble Photoresist and insoluble Photoresist after UV 
exposure
Photoresist removed with alcohol
rro Photoresist
(a)
Glass Soluble
Photoresist
(b)
Figure 3-5 (a) Illustration of the steps follow by the author for the fabrication of
Zipper electrodes (b) Top view of Zipper electrodes.
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3.2.2 Electrolytes
Seven electrolytes were prepared for determining the effects of centrifugal force to Zipper 
electrodes system. They were prepared for different density media in relation to the 
particles density. Media were prepared with lesser density (hypopycnic), same density 
(isopycnic) and greater density (hyperpycnic) in comparison to the density of the 
particles. For ease of reference, these media will be referred as A -  G. The list of the 
media sort in increasing order of density is shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1 Concentrative Properties of medium used in the experiment.
Electrolyte p (g/cm )^ H (mPa s)
A 95% v/v Ethanol 0.77 1.203
B Deionised Water 1.00 1.003
C 14% w/v Sucrose 1.05 1.534
D 20% w/v Sucrose 1.08 1.945
E Deuterium Oxide 1.10 1.247
F 30% w/v Sucrose 1.13 3.187
G 50% w/v Sucrose 1.23 15.431
p value is acquired by weighing 1 ml o f the solution using digital scales (Ohaus, New 
Jersey).
rf value is acquired from CRC Handbook o f Chemistry and Physics, Table o f  
Concentrative Properties o f Aqueous Solutions: Density, Refractive Index, Freezing 
Point Depression, and Viscosity [20], Pg 8-52 -  8-77.
Pparticles 1.05 g/cm .
Thus,
hypopycnic media 
isopycnic medium 
hyperpycnic media
-  electrolytes A and B,
-  solution C,
-  solution D, E, F and G.
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Separate media were prepared for determining the dominant effects between density and 
viscosity. Three isoviscous solutions and three isopycnic solutions were prepared. The 
prepared solution is as listed in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2 Medium used in the experiment for determining dominant effects 
between density and viscosity of the medium, (a) Isopycnic medium, (b) Isoviscous 
medium.
Electrolyte p (g/cm )^ i| (mPa s)
I 12% w/v Sucrose 1.05 1.429
II 20% w/v Glycerol 1.05 1.737
III 36% w/v Ethylene Glycol 1.05 2.537
(a)
Electrolyte p (g/cm )^ t| (mPa s)
IV 22% w/v Sucrose 1.01 2.1
V 31% w/v Ethylene Glycol 1.03 2.1
VI 26% w/v Glycerol 1.14 2.1
(b)
(note: medium density is weight using digital scales [Ohaus, New Jersey, USA], and 
the medium viscosity is available from CRC Handbook o f Chemistry and Physics)
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3.2.3 Particles
Fluorescent Polymer Microspheres [Duke Scientific Corporation, California, USA] 
were supplied as 3.1pm diameter dye polystyrene microspheres in water with 6.7 x 
10  ^ beads/ml concentration and 1.05 g/cm^ density. Latex beads were used in the 
experiment because of their stability and density close to water. The suspension was 
diluted to 10  ^ beads/ml concentrations using each seven electrolytes prepared. They 
were also prepared with desired medium density (p) in g/ml and viscosity (r|) in mPa s 
by diluted the suspension to 10  ^beads/ml using media in Table 3-2.
3.2.4 Methods
The particle suspension (20//1 to 50//1) was pipetted onto the electrode arrays and 
covered with a glass cover slip. The electrode was observed using the light 
microscope. The electric field was generated using a variable frequency and 
amplitude signal generator [Thurlby-Thandar, Huntingdon, UK] for 1 KHz and 10Vp.p 
is then applied to the electrode. Movement of particles was observed using Nikon 
Eclipse E400 [Nikon, Kawasaki, Japan] fluorescence microscope. The qualitative 
observations for the behaviour of the particles collection on the electrode were made 
using a Coolview HS cooled camera [Photonic Science, East Sussex, UK] and images 
were taken using PhotoLite software [Photonic Science, East Sussex, UK] every 
second up to 300s. The trapped particles were counted manually by clicking the 
cursor (using mouse) on the particle in the image using ImageJ software [National 
Institutes of Health, Maryland, USA] and analysed using MATLAB [The Mathworks, 
Massachusetts, USA]. The steps were repeated three times for all solutions.
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3.3 Results
The system was subjected to an electrical potential and frequency of 10Vp.p, 1 KHz. 
As soon as the electrical potential and frequency were applied to the electrode, the 
particles were observed to move, however the motion depended on the medium in 
which they are suspended. Medium B was deionised water and what was observed in 
medium B was a classical behaviour (particles move orthogonally from the middle of 
inter-electrode gap across electrode edges to the centre of the electrode) as seen in the 
previous study. An image of the collected particles after 300s in medium B is as 
shown in Figure 3-6.
Figure 3-6 Particles collected on the surface in the middle of the electrode using 
medium B (Deionised Water).
The behaviour of particles suspended in the remaining media in the Zipper electrodes 
system is accordingly to the types of the medium. The images captured after 300s are 
as shown in Figure 3-7.
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95% v/v Ethanol -  Medium A 14% w/v Sucrose -  Medium C
D2O -  Medium E20% w/v Sucrose -  Medium D
3
30% w/v Sucrose -  Medium F 50% w/v Sucrose -  Medium G
Figure 3-7 Images of elecrokinetic trapping of particle in different media using 
Zipper electrodes.
The variation of behaviour observed in each medium described in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3 Observation of particles behaviour and collection on Zipper electrodes
with variation of medium density relative to the particles density.
Medium Observation
A
95% v/v Ethanol
Fluid flow observed with indistinguishable pattern. It might be still 
moving in vortices manner but cannot be seen as the particles were 
not moving in the vortices.
B Particles were pulled initially to the electrode edge then move across
Deionise Water electrode surfaces to be collected at the centre of the electrode.
C The behaviour observed is the same as in B but fewer particles were
14% w/v Sucrose collected in the same period of time.
Particles were pulled to the electrode edge then move across 
D electrode surface but rather than collected in the centre of electrode,
20% w/v Sucrose they stay in the vortices. Only after about 100s later the particles 
were seen to move to the centre of the electrode.
E The behaviour observed is the same as in B but fewer particles were
collected after specified time frame.
Particles were observed trapped in the vortices and thrown to the 
centre of the electrode. However, the particles did not move far 
enough to the centre and formed a ring.
F
30% w/v Sucrose
G Almost no fluid flow was observed. When magnified to 40x, some
50% w/v Sucrose particles were moving but arguably in the vortices.
In the investigation for the dominant effects between medium density and viscosity, 
the behaviour of particles motion and trapping observed for the isopycnic solution are 
as shown in Figure 3-8 and described in Table 3-4, while the behaviour o f particles 
motion and trapping observed for the isoviscous solution is as shown in Figure 3-9 
and described in Table 3-5.
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.A*
20% w/v Glycerol -  Medium II
36% w/v Ethylene Glycol -  Medium III
Figure 3-8 Images for electrokinetic trapping of particles in different medium with 
similar density but different viscosity trapped on the electrode surface after 300s using 
Zipper electrodes system.
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Table 3-4 Summary of particles behaviour for isopycnic (p = 1.05 g/cm^) 
solution in Zipper electrodes system under the influenced of AC EHD.
Medium Observation
Particles trap in the
centre
electrode
vortices
I
p = 1.05 g/cm^
T| = 1.429 mPa s
Particles trap at the edge of the electrode. Most 
o f the particles were in stationary as if they are 
collected by positive DEP. Very few particles 
were trapped at the centre of the electrode.
Yes
(minimal) No
II
p = 1.05 g/cm^
T] = 1.737 mPa s
Fluid flow across the electrode surface with no 
particles trapped at the middle of the electrode 
can be observed for -100s. Then the particles 
start to be collected in the middle of the 
electrode. The number of particles collected 
against time is as shown in Table 1.
Yes No
III
p = 1.05 g/cm^
X] = 2.537 mPa s
Fluid flow across electrode surface can be 
observed with many particles also trapped in the 
vortices across the electrode edge. No particles 
trapped at the centre of the electrode.
No Yes
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Figure 3-9 Images for electrokinetic trapping of particles in different medium with 
similar viscosity but different density trapped on the electrode surface after 300s using 
Zipper electrodes system.
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Table 3-5 Summary of particles behaviour for isoviscous solution in Zipper 
electrodes system under influenced of AC EHD.
Medium Observation
Particles trap in the
centre
electrode
vortices
IV
T| = 2.1 mPa s 
p = 1.01 g/cm^
Particles were observed to be trapped in the 
vortices flow across electrode edge. In time, 
some particles were collected in the centre of 
the electrode while most of them were trapped 
in the vortices.
Yes
(minimal) Yes
V
T| = 2.1 mPa s 
p = 1.03 g/cm^
All the particles were observed trapped in the 
vortices across the electrode edge. The size of 
the vortex is noticeably bigger than others.
No Yes
VI
T| = 2.1 mPas 
p = 1.14 g/cm^
Fluid flow across the electrode can be 
observed when the electric potential was 
applied to the system. Later, a few particles 
(<10) appear to be trapped in the vortices 
across the electrode edge. No particles were 
trapped in the middle of the electrode.
No
Yes
(minimal)
Having similar density but different viscosity number, isopycnic media lead to 
differences in behaviour, both in motion and trapping of the particles in the Zipper 
electrodes system. Conversely for isoviscous media which is have similar viscosity 
but differ in density, the observation has shown some variation in particle motion, but 
it is unlikely to exhibit any difference in trapping behaviour.
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3.4 Discussion
Fluid flows induced by AC EHD results in either the collection of particles trapped in 
the fluid vortex flows, or collected on the surface at the electrode centre depending on 
the properties of the medium. The main objective of this work is to find out its 
dependency to centrifugal force with additional effects from either medium density or 
viscosity.
The work in this chapter anticipated the result based on the concept of 
isopycnography. The solution with lower density than the particle will not have 
enough centripetal force to keep the particle in circular path. The solution with similar 
or higher density than the particle should have enough centripetal force to overcome 
centrifugal force and keep the particle in the circle. The hypothesis for this work was, 
there should not be any particle collection at the centre electrode for medium C to 
medium G. The reason is that medium C has the same density as the particle and 
medium D to medium G have higher density than the density o f the particle. However 
the results in the experiment are not concurrent with the hypothesis. So, the 
hypothesis is rejected.
The variation of the density of the medium used in the experiment is in respect to the 
density o f the latex beads which is 1.05 g/ml. Previous work which utilised AC EHD, 
using deionised water (Medium B) as the suspension medium, has shown that latex 
beads were successfully collected on the surface at the centre of the electrodes. This is 
the classical movement and collection of particles on Zipper electrodes observed and 
reported in previous study [7, 8, 21]. It occurs due to AC EHD resulted from ACEO
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which is fluid flow induced by non uniform ac electric fields as explained by Green 
[15]. It has been demonstrated and explained by previous literature that the 
concentration o f particles with low fi*equency is due to combined DEP and AC EHD 
[5, 7].
It has been observed that it is difficult to do the experiment using medium with lower 
density with respect to deionised water; experiment with medium A (95% v/v 
Ethanol) as shown in one of the images in Figure 3-7. Medium A evaporated due to 
its’ low latent heat of evaporation and contributed to the fluid movement at the top 
layer of the medium thus causing disturbance to the fluid flows generated by ACEO.
It has been observed that with the increase in medium density, the particles collection 
towards the centre of the electrode is decreased. It has come to some extend that there 
is no particles collections at the centre of the electrode is observed except that all 
particles are actually trapped in the vortices. Particles trapped in the vortex were 
observed synonymous with the finding by Hoettges where the particles migrate fi*om 
the centre of the vortex to the outside. However instead of the particles thrown out 
from the vortices they come back to the centre of the vortices [7].
The finding has demonstrated that the particles thrown out from the vortices are not 
following isopycnography thus it is not exclusive to centrifugal force. If this is to 
concur with the hypothesis, there will be no collection in the middle electrode pad for 
medium C onwards since the density of the particles lesser than the density of the 
medium.
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Investigation on medium density and viscosity has show variation of flows and 
trapping behaviour. The minimal trapping in medium VI occurred as consequences of 
the density of the medium which is higher than the density of the particles. This led to 
the particles floating and affects the overall trapping. The variation is seen in a 
medium with different viscosity between medium II and IV and between medium III 
and IV. Even with minimal different in viscosity as small as 0.363 mPa s and 0.437 
mPa s respectively, the variation in behaviour for particles collection in the Zipper 
electrodes system is already existed. This made us believe that even with a very small 
fraction of variation in medium viscosity can result in significant difference to the 
behaviour of electroosmotic trapping. Trapping behaviour is referring to the way 
particles were trapped; either they were trapped at the centre o f the electrode, or 
trapped and circulated within the vortices, or trapped at the edge of the electrode, or 
no trapping at all.
Combining the results for isoviscous and isopycnic solutions, graphs were plotted as 
shown in Figure 3-10 and Figure 3-11 respectively. The plotted graph in Figure 3-10 
shows particles trapping behaviour against increasing medium viscosity while Figure 
3-11 shows a plotted graph constructed for trapping behaviour against increasing 
medium density.
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Figure 3-10 Pattern of particles trapping in Zipper electrodes system with medium 
viscosity variation.
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Figure 3-11 Pattem of particles trapping in Zipper electrodes system with medium 
density variation.
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It can be seen from Figure 3-10, that the behaviour of particle collection, moves from 
collection at the centre electrode to collection in the vortices as the viscosity o f the 
medium is increased. While the collection at the centre electrode diminished, the 
particles trapped in the vortices at the edge of the electrode pick up. In opposition. 
Figure 3-11 does not show any relevant pattem, in either particle collection at the 
centre electrode or trapping of particles in the vortices. It shows that even with the 
same medium density, the trapping behaviour can be anywhere, either particles 
trapped at the centre of the electrodes or trapped in the vortices. This is happening 
because although the media have the same density but they have different viscosity. 
Medium density does affect the collection behaviour as seen in medium VI, medium F 
and medium G. It is calculated that these medium have density 8.5%, 7.5% and 17% 
respectively over the density of the particles. Since medium VI and medium F but 
medium G still produces expected behaviour, it can be said that medium density with 
density 10% over particle density should be avoided.
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Figure 3-12 Curve fitting line fitting the curve of medium viscosity vs collection 
behaviour (see text).
From the plotted graph in Figure 3-10, curve fitting were done using curve fitting 
tools in MATLAB as shown in Figure 3-12. Giving the values which corresponds to 
collection behaviour; (i) 0 -  no collection, (ii) 1 -  collection at the centre electrode, 
(iii) 2 -  particle trap in the vortices, an exponential curve was found to be the best fit 
to the data. The value between the numbers can be the mixture o f collection 
behaviour. This explained the reason in some medium there is mixture of collection 
behaviour.
The formula obtained from the fitting is as Eqn3-4. 
Collection behaviour = 0,04288 3-4
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Using the equation the collection behaviour can he anticipated given the medium 
density less than 10% over the density of the particles. The equation did not cover for 
medium density that will give the value greater than 2, however it will give significant 
idea on how the collection behaviour will be. Collection behaviour greater than 2 
means particles will be trapped in the vortices; however the medium can be too sticky 
for ACEO to generate flow. Thus, viscosity greater than 2 mPa s which will give 
value of collection behaviour greater than 2, is not necessarily the better medium to be 
use in the system. This in overall supports the idea that medium viscosity dominant 
the influence of electrokinetic trapping in comparison to medium density. There is an 
exception with solution I where most of the particles were collected at the edge of the 
electrode by most likely to be positive DEP.
Important fact to notice is that the particles trapping behaviour in the Zipper 
electrodes system did not change with changes in density for batch of isoviscous 
medium hut variations with particles trapping and motion behaviour with changes of 
viscosity can be observed for batch of isopycnic medium.
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3.5 Conclusion
The proposed idea that particles trapped in the vortex are ‘thrown’ out to the centre of 
the electrode pad due to centrifugal force is not fully satisfied because the collection 
of particles can still be observed for medium with higher density than the density of 
the particle. It has been showed that higher density media relative to deionised water 
decreases the trapping of the particles at the centre of the electrode.
The finding from this work shows that the particles trapping at the centre of the 
electrode are not exclusive to centrifugal forces. It has also raised further attention on 
which medium properties, between viscosity and density that will have dominant 
effects on the behaviour of Zipper electrodes.
The outcome of the work that has been done in this chapter shown that medium 
viscosity dominates over medium density for the effectiveness of Zipper electrodes 
system to trap particles on the surface electrodes at the centre of the electrode. This 
effect might not be universal and can be exclusive to specific solution or medium. 
However it gives an overview that the viscosity of the sample need to be carefully 
taken into consideration especially when working with biological fluid which is 
normally have higher viscosity compared to water.
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Chapter 4
Optimisation of trapping efficiency
4.1 Introduction
The displacement of particles in a suspension when they are subjected to an electric 
field, either toward or away from the area of a high field region, depending on the 
polarisation of the particles and the suspending medium is known as 
Dielectrophoresis (DEP). DEP was first introduced when Pohl explained the motion 
of colloidal particles under non-uniform electric field [1]. DEP is categorised as AC 
electrokinetics (ACEK) phenomenon.
Another important phenomenon termed as AC electroosmosis (ACEO) causes the 
displacement of particles in a suspension due to viscous drag force from the 
generation of fluid flows formed by the interaction of the tangential component of the 
electric field and induced charge in diffuse double layer on the electrode surface. 
ACEO is ACEK however as it involves fluid flows ACEO has always been referred 
as AC electrohydrodynamics (AC EHD). ACEO was first realised when Pethig
99
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observed a phenomenon which does not falls under positive or negative DEP [2]. The 
phenomenon which was later dubbed as anomalous DEP and postulated to be AC 
EHD in origin by Ramos [3], is confirmed as ACEO phenomenon in Ramos later 
work [4].
The combination of both phenomena will produce specific effects depending on 
specific conditions as shown in the previous work [2, 5-8]. Combined effects of 
ACEO and DEP has been demonstrated in various studies, from simply separating 
two different particles [6] up to biomedical applications, such as the detection of 
biological nanoparticles [9], oncology [10, 11], and possible fight against bioterrorism 
[7, 8]. The efficiency of the system is dependent on various range of influence. The 
possible range of influence identified to be considered includes electrode size, inter­
electrode gap size, voltage, frequency, particle size, medium conductivity, particle 
surface charge, and chamber height.
Previous study by Green et al has shown the relationship of the system to voltage, 
frequency and medium conductivity [6]. Hoettges commented that the system is 
independent of the particle size [8] based on the work done by Green et al when he 
demonstrated that the phenomenon could be used on micro-arrays to separate two 
sizes of nanoparticle [12]. The effect of inter-electrode gap size to EK system has 
been discussed by Ramos [5].
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Taking into consideration of the above parameters, in order to enhance the system that 
utilises the effect of combined effects of DEP and ACEO flows, a novel electrode has 
been introduced by Hoettges dubbed Zipper electrodes [8]. The geometry as the one 
shown in Figure 4-1 is employed in the Zipper electrodes configuration and with 
utilisation of combining DEP and ACEO effect, the electrode is capable of focusing 
particles across a large area towards a central spot on the electrode surfaces. The 
interlocking tear-drop shapes with separating gap electrodes have been successfully 
used to overcome the problems for surface detection technique to bring colloidal 
particles to the detection surfaces [8] and used to concentrate a wide range of 
nanoparticles of biological interest [9].
Imer-Electnxle
Ciap
Electrode
Figure 4-1 Schematic of Zipper electrodes.
When electrical potential is applied to the electrodes, fluid motion generated by 
ACEO forms vortices at the electrode edges as shown in Figure 4-2 and as observed 
in previous studies [3-8]. In the occasion where the electrode has two end electrode 
gaps, it creates the opposing vortices which works together to force particles into the 
centre of the electrode as the picture captured shown in Figure 4-3. If the electrode is 
small enough for the opposing vortices to meet it will create an updraft which will 
drive the particles back into the medium. If the generation of the vortex is too small.
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the particles will not reach the centre of the electrode and thus will form a ring. The 
optimal size will deposit the particles at the centre of the electrode.
Figure 4-2 A schematic showing the effect of the vortices for collection of particles 
on the electrode surface [7].
O Co o oc^
Figure 4-3 A picture capture from experiment showing particles collected at the 
centre of Zipper electrodes.
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It has been anticipated by Hoettges that the vortices develop with certain height in 
Zipper electrodes system. Hoettges et al [8] described the vortex extending into the 
bulk for about 100pm. No further explanation is given. No previous study has 
discussed the vertical size of the vortex and the effects it has on the collection of the 
particles. It is assumed that the vortex height contributes to the overall effect o f the 
Zipper electrodes system.
In this chapter, we look on vertical size of the vortex, the effect and its contribution. It 
is being done by introducing chamber height. The aim of this chamber height is to 
restrict and measure the vortex height and observed the changes it has both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. This can be illustrated as shown in Figure 4-4. In the 
event where the vortices diameter reaches the top of the chamber, it is expected that 
all the particles will be collected on the electrode. If the vortices diameter is small 
where it is not big enough to reach the top of the chamber, the particles will either 
collect to the electrode surface by the vortices, or moving into the vortices by 
sedimentation and collected at the electrode surface, or some will remain in the area 
above the vortices.
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Figure 4-4 Illustration of vortex generation smaller than the height of the 
chamber.
From this chapter, the optimum collection of particles from different variables is 
determined. The variation is observed and analysed for electrode with different 
electrode sizes, inter-electrode gaps and different concentration solutions. The 
formula is established for the behaviour on the collection of particles using the ACEO 
flows phenomenon on Zipper electrodes. Optimising the trapping efficiency will 
allow for the estimation on the amount of sample needed, duration of the test and 
what can be anticipated on the overall outcome. Furthermore, the optimisation can be 
use in a flow system to predict where the collection will occur, the flow rate if  
collection at certain point is require and the duration taken for saturation to be 
occurred.
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4.2 Materials and Method
4.2.1 Electrode
Two sizes of electrodes were used in these experiments, being Zipper electrodes of 
500pm diameter but with inter-electrode gaps of 100pm and 150pm. The electrode 
arrays were fabricated by photolithography and wet etching technique on ITO coated 
glass substrate [Delta Technologies, California, USA]. Insulation tapes [Advance, 
Leicester, UK] were used as spacers to create a chamber as the one shown in Figure 
4-5. The tapes of 130pm in thickness (measured and as in the datasheet shown in 
Appendix III) were put at both end of the electrode to construct chambers with 
variation of heights (130pm, 260pm, 390pm, 650pm, 910pm and 1300pm).
Zipper Geometry
Figure 4-5 Photograph of Zipper electrodes with constructed chamber as actually 
used in the experiment.
4.2.2 Sample Preparation
Fluorescent Polymer Microspheres [Duke Scientific Corporation, California, USA] 
3.1//m in diameter was used because the size makes the particles easily seen through 
normal light microscope without the need of using fluorescent light. Normal light 
need to be turn off if fluorescent light were to be used; this cause the inability to see
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the border between the electrode and inter-electrode gap. The stable properties of the 
latex bead act as a constant to avoid the particles to have variables (in terms on 
number - viability, size, etc) that can affect the experiment. They were supplied as 
dyed polystyrene microspheres in water with 6.7 x 10  ^beads/ml concentration. The 
aqueous polymer microsphere is diluted to 10"^  beads/ml and 10  ^ beads/ml using 
deionised water.
4.2.3 Method
Experiment apparatus was set up as shown in Figure 4-6. The electrode arrays made 
and used in the experiment is as picture shown in Figure 4-5. The particle suspension 
(20pl to 50pl) was pipette onto the electrode arrays and covered with a glass cover 
slip. Electric potentials were applied using a function generator (Thurlby-Thandar, 
Huntingdon, UK) giving lOVp-p at 1 KHz frequency and movement of particles was 
observed using Nikon Eclipse E400 [Nikon, Kawasaki, Japan] fluorescence 
microscope. Particle collection was observed and images are taken for 1000s using a 
Coolview HS cooled camera [Photonic Science, East Sussex, UK] and PhotoLite 
software [Photonic Science, East Sussex, UK]. The trapped particles are counted 
using Imaged software [National Institutes of Health, Maryland, USA]. The 
procedures were repeated 27 times for all solutions and all electrodes, and the results 
were averaged. The results is then analysed using MATLAB.
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Figure 4-6 Experiment apparatus as actually used in the experiment setup.
4.3 Results
When electrical signals were applied to the electrode, the colloid particles in the 
solution attracted first to the edge of the electrode then moved towards the centre of 
the electrode. Particle collection was observed using the Coolview HS cooled camera 
and images were captured using software PhotoLite software every second for 1000s. 
Particles in each images were counted using ImageJ software by manually click the 
cursor (using mouse) on each particle in the image captured. Graphs of time against 
particles collection are plotted at 100s intervals from Os to 1000s for each chamber 
heights, as shown in the plotted graphs in Figure 4-7 to Figure 4-10.
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Figure 4-7 Graph of average collection of 10^  beads/ml particles against time on 
500pm diameter, 100pm inter-electrode gap electrodes for various chamber heights 
(130//m - 1300//m).
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Figure 4-8 Graph of average collection of 10"^  beads/ml particles against time for 
500pm diameter, 150pm inter-electrode gap electrodes for various chamber heights 
(130//m - 1300/ym).
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Figure 4-9 Graph of average eolleetion of 10  ^ beads/ml partieles against time for 
500pm diameter, 100pm inter-electrode gap electrodes for various chamber heights 
(130//m -  1300//m).
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Figure 4-10 Graph of average collection of 10  ^ beads/ml particles against time for 
500pm diameter, 150pm inter-electrode gap electrode for various chamber heights 
(130//m - 1300//m).
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4.4 Discussion
As soon as the voltage potential and frequency were applied to the electrode, it is 
polarised. Then, electrical field causes accumulation of charges on the electrode 
surface hence changes the charge density near electrode surface and forms an 
electrical double layer. The electrical double layer then will interact with tangential 
electric field which forms to an electrode in a non uniform electric field. A net force is 
produced thus motivates the fluid flow. The motion of the fluid is said to have 
experience ACEO. The fluid flow pumped by ACEO is replaced by fluid flows 
inward perpendicular to the electrode edges. The flow which moves jfrom inter­
electrode gap across the electrode surface flows upwards and forms a vortex above 
the electrode edge. This fluid movement causes the particles to move through the 
effect of viscous drag force. Particles move in the vortex then are pulled from the 
liquid by positive DEP to the electrode edge before washed away by fluid flow. The 
observation is concurrence with previous study reported by Green [6, 12] and 
Hoettges [7, 8]. It is also suggested by Hoettges that the particles did not remain 
flowing in the vortex but collected on the electrode because of the updraft is much 
weaker than downdraft thus most particles do not lift off the surface and collected on 
the electrode surface.
The graphs plotted in the result are intended to show that the collection curve is 
inversely exponential. To indicate error of margin the results were re-plotted as shown 
in Figure 4-11 to Figure 4-14 to analyse the statistically significant using error bars. 
Error bars applied to the results were inserted using the 95% confidence interval (Cl) 
of a mean.
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Figure 4-11 Graph of particles collection of 10"^  beads/ml particles against time on 
500pm diameter, 100pm inter-eleetrode gap electrodes for various chamber heights 
(130/ym - 1300//m). Data points are the mean number of particles collections from 
three repeated experiments, with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4-12 Graph of particles collection of 10^  beads/ml particles against time for 
500pm diameter, 150pm inter-electrode gap electrodes for various chamber heights 
(130//m -  1300//m). Data points are the mean number of partieles collections from 
three repeated experiments, with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4-13 Graph of particles collection of 10  ^beads/ml particles against time for 
500pm diameter, 100pm inter-electrode gap electrodes for various chamber heights 
(130//m -  1300//m). Data points are the mean number of particles collections from 
three repeated experiments, with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4-14 Graph of particles collection of 10^  beads/ml particles against time for
500pm diameter, 150pm inter-electrode gap electrode for various chamber heights 
(130//m -  1300//m). Data points are the mean number of particles collections from 
three repeated experiments, with 95% confidence intervals.
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Using Cl, we ean analyse and confirm that the data is statistically significant if the 
error bars do not overlap. By looking at the time for partieles collection in the graphs 
plotted in Figure 4-11 to Figure 4-14, it can be seen that there are many overlapping 
of error bars for eolleetion at 100s and 200s. This might give the impression that the 
collection at early stage is not very stable. The system might need a few hundred 
seconds to be fully established.
If we look at the error bars on the plotted graphs for collections between different 
chamber heights, we ean see that most of the overlapping error bars occur at chamber 
height from 650pm to 1300pm. This can be the indication that the collections are 
under influence of other than the eolleetion done by the system. In this particular case 
the sedimentation is suggested. This can be explained by the illustration as shown in 
Figure 4-15.
l i  I I I I I i 
I i I I 1 ( i B
A
Figure 4-15 Illustration of electrokinetic trapping involving ACEO and
sedimentation. In Zone A particles are trapped quickly by ACEO, but in zone B the 
vortex can’t reach so particles are only trapped when they sediment into zone A.
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The combined parameter of electrode diameter and inter-electrode gap determine the 
size of the vortex. Thus the optimum chamber height will depend on these two 
factors. Hypothetically, the maximum particle's collection can be predicted based on 
the result of effective radius of the vortex [7] and chamber height. It can be 
represented by Figure 4-16.
electrode electrodegap
h
(c)
Figure 4-16 (a) Plan view of the electrode showing direction of flow from in the
middle of inter-electrode gap inwards to the centre of the electrode, (b) Schematic 
showing the area of effective radius, (c) 3D view of an electrode.
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We can calculate number of particles from the suspension concentration and volume
of the cylinder (area of effective radius of vortex above the electrode).
Volume = n Ç Z r y h
^ e le c tr o d e  2 ^space^  ^  4 - 1
= X m?
Since, 1 =  10^ ml,  the volume ean be converted into millilitres. Thus the
volume is equal to Y ml.
Therefore,
Number of beads = concentration (beads/m/) x x y (^/ )
= Z beads
Example:
Concentration
Diameter
Inter-electrode gap 
Chamber height
6.105 X 10® beads/m l
500pm
100pm
130pm
/(500  X 10-6) +  (100 X 10-6)\^
=  7 r ( - ----------------- ^ ----------------- - j  1 3 0 x 1 0 - 6
= 3.68 X 10-^^ m^
Since Im® =  106m/
= 3.68 X 10-6ml
/beads\
Num ber o f  particles = volumeÇml) x concentration  ( 1
=  (6.105 X 10®) ■ (3.68 X 10-®)
=  22440 beads
However, the predicted number of beads for maximum particle collection from the 
calculation is not concurrent with the collection of particles obtained from the 
experiment. The assumption is made that the collected particles are gathered from a 
wider area horizontally than earlier suggested.
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The same idea has been proposed by Hoettges [7] who explained that the volume 
from which the particles can be trapped is greater than the volume directly above the 
pad. This is because a single pad has an inner and outer vortex thus ean cover a larger 
area/volume therefore collect a larger number of particles.
Comparison of the average particle collection, collected in the experiments for 1000s 
against the calculation for predicted maximum particle collection, for each electrode 
shown in Table 4-1 is the translation of the occurrence of collection from 
sedimentation vertically and wider area horizontally.
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Table 4-1 Table shows the measured collection 3.1pm Polymer Microsphere on
Zipper electrodes 1000 s and the predicted collection through calculation. The average
is displayed for each result.
Chamber
Height
130pm 260pm 390pm 650pm 910pm 1300pm
500pm diameter, 100pm inter-electrode gap, 10"^  beads/ml
Particles 
(after 1000s)
14.33 30.00 53.00 63.25 80.92 96.83
Particles
(prediction)
2.46 4.93 %39 1231 17.24 24.63
500pm diameter, 150pm inter-electrode gap, 10"^  beads/ml
Particles 
(after 1000s)
7.38 13.71 25.33 41.67 54.25 75.75
Particles
(prediction)
2.89 5J8 8.67 14.45 2023 28.90
500pm diameter, 100pm inter-electrode gap, 10^  beads/ml
Particles 
(after 1000s)
22.67 50.67 93.33 156.67 163.67 179.65
Particles
(prediction)
24^3 49.25 7188 12113 172.39 246.27
500pm diameter, 150pm inter-electrode gap, 10  ^beads/ml
Particles 
(after 1000s)
67.67 132.33 150.33 340.58 531.50 587.33
Particles
(prediction)
2&90 57.80 86.71 144.51 202.32 289.02
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The results were analysed using MATLAB, numerical computation software. From 
the plotted graph of collection of particles against time obtained from the experiment, 
a curve fitting technique in MATLAB using curve fitting tools is applied. Using the 
technique, equation 4-2 is attained as the formula that satisfies the eurves.
f { x )  =  + c e ^  4-2
Eqn4-2 has been modelled in two separate parts, f { x )  =  and f { x )  = . It is
satisfactory to conclude that a and c determine the amplitude of the graph while b and 
d make the shape o f exponential growth for the fitted plot.
Expanding the formula based on the fundamental formula for the law of exponential 
growth which can be stated as;
x{t)  =  A. Bt 4-3
A -  initial value of x
B -  positive growth factor
t -  time
T -  the time required for x to increase by factor B
and the law of exponential growth can also be written as;
x ( t )=XQ.er  4-4
xo -  initial quantity
t -  time
T -  the time it takes to growth by factor e
It has been noted that /(%) =  is similar to x( t)  = Xq. er
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Thus, it can be deduced that;
d = — 4-5
T
However, the graphs that were plotted using the acquired data obtained in the result, 
shows an inverted exponential curve. The formula for inverted exponential eurve is;
f(x) = 4^(1 — 4-6
Substituting Eqn4-5 into Eqn4-6;
It has been found that the curve plotted using Eqn4-7 did not fit the curve for some of 
the chamber height. This might be due to occurrence of sedimentation that took place 
in the process. The rate o f sedimentation was obtained from the experiment. 
Sedimentation =  B(c x t)
e -  sedimentation rate
t -  time
Adding the sedimentation formula to Eqn4-7;
/ ( t )  = a ( i -  +  B(c X t)  4-8
From the curve fitting using Eqn4-7 and Eqn4-8, it is shown that one of the equations 
will fit better to the data curves. These are shown in plotted graphs eomplete with 
curve fitting in Figure 4-17 to Figure 4-20.
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Figure 4-17 Plots of average collection of 10^  beads/ml particles in a chamber with 
height (a) 130//m, (b) 260//m, (c) 390//m (d) 650//m (e) 910/zm (f) 1300//m on a 
500/im diameter, 100//m inter-electrode gap electrode with no sedimentation and with 
sedimentation fitting line.
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Figure 4-18 Plots of average collection of 10“^ beads/ml particles in a chamber with 
height (a) 130/^m, (b) 260//m, (c) 390//m (d) 650//m (e) 910//m (f) 1300//m on a 
500//m diameter, 150//m inter-electrode gap electrode with no sedimentation and with 
sedimentation fitting line.
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Figure 4-19 Plots of average collection of 10^  beads/ml particles in a chamber with 
height (a) 130//m, (b) 260//m, (c) 390//m (d) 650//m (e) 910//m (f) 1300//m on a 
500//m diameter, 100//m inter-electrode gap electrode with no sedimentation and with 
sedimentation fitting line.
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Figure 4-20 Plots of average collection of 10^  beads/ml particles in a chamber with 
height (a) 130//m, (b) 260//m, (c) 390//m (d) 650//m (e) 910//m (f) 1300//m on a 
500//m diameter, 150//m inter-electrode gap electrode with no sedimentation and with 
sedimentation fitting line.
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Using the curves fitting technique in MATLAB curve fitting tools, the curves from 
Eqn4-7 and Eqn4-8 are embedded to the plotted graph on the data collected from the 
experiments. It is proposed that the behaviour of the collections consists of two parts. 
The first part which is the inverse exponential curves given by Eqn4-7 represents the 
collection of particles by vortices created by ACEO. The second part is the linear 
curves given by B(c X t) from Eqn4-8, represents the effect that is influenced by 
sedimentation. It can be observed that the higher the chamber height, the more likely 
that the curve will concur with Eqn4-8. This has been explained earlier using Figure 
4-15; the vortex produced is not large enough to cover the whole area thus permit 
sedimentation to take place. It is also noticed that in around 200s after the electrical 
signals were introduced, branching of the curve occurred. This means at this point 
most if  not all of the particles has been collected and from this point onwards the 
particles collection are from the area outside the vortices that settle into the vortices 
by sedimentation.
The sedimentation velocity can be calculated from Static force and Drag force.
The static forces acting upon a solid body within a liquid are:
Buoyancy force (negative direction or up);
^  = —gp\V  4-9
Body force (positive direction or down);
= 4-10
where:
Z Ph^= sum of buoyancy force on a solid body 
Z F = sum of body force on a solid body
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-3
Ps = density o f solid (about 2.7 g cm )
-3
Pi = density o f liquid (1.0 g cm )
-2
g = gravitational constant (980 cm s )
V = volume of solid particle (also volume of liquid displaced)
If the Buoyancy force exceeds the body force, the solid floats (less dense than liquid); 
if  the body force exceeds the buoyancy force, the particle sinks or sedimented, i.e.
or
Ps5V >
Thus the static force on the particle is simply: 
or
Ps^V -  (-pP iV )
4-11
4-12
The volume of a sphere microspehere is;
_  4 „
V = -7rr^ 4-13
where;
r = radius of sphere
Substituting V (volume) back into Eqn4-13;
Static force = p^pV -  (-p p iV ) = Vp -  (p^ -  p j  = ^nr'^g  -  (p^ - p i )
Thus, the net static force acting upon a solid sphere in a liquid is;
4
2__ F ' =  - n r ^ g  - ( / ) , -  P i) 4-14
Where
r  = radius of the particle
P5= density o f microspehere (1.05 gcm'3)
P i =  density o f liquid (1.0 g cm‘3) 
g = gravitational constant (980 cm s‘2)
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When the particle sinks, it accelerates until drag forces slow it down to a terminal 
velocity.
The flow is determine to be laminar by its’ Reynold number.
Reynolds Number;
pvL vL
= V  4-15
where;
V  = is the mean velocity of fluid (SI units: m/s); say lOpms'*
L = is a characteristic linear dimension, (travelled length of the fluid) (m); 1mm 
maximum
p = is the dynamic viscosityof the fluid (Pa s or kg m'^s'^)
V  = is the kinematic viscosity ^  (m^ s'^)
p = is the density of the fluid (kg m'^); plater ^  1000kg m"^
Nominal Reynold number;
10^ • 1 0  X 10-G  • 1 0 - 3  
~  10-3
=  1 0  X 1 0 - 3  =  0 .0 1
Even if v=500 pm s'% Re = 0.5, still very low
Point is Re «  103 so the flow is laminar (not turbulent)
The drag force under laminar conditions;
= -e in jr v  4_i6
where;
-2 -1 -1
rj = the viscocity of the liquid (water @ 25°C = 10 g s cm )
V = terminal velocity of particle
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When the drag force equals the static force, the particle assumes a constant velocity of 
settling.
Z 4= 6nr]rv =  -n r^g {p s  -  Pi) 4-17
Thus, v; 
iPs -  P i)yg
ôirqr
(P s-P i)^T ^r^d  
6nr]r
Cps -  P i)4 r^g  
18?;
4(980)(1.05 -  1)(1.55x10-®)2 
18 X (1 X 10-3)
262 X 10"“
10-3
=  262 X 10’ =  0.26pm s " '
So, over 100s, beads sediments at 26pm s % over beads sediments at 1000s, 260pm \
So, the effect is appreciable.
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Comparing the collection between 500pm diameter electrode with 100pm and 150pm 
inter-electrode gap, it is shown that for 10"^  beads/ml concentrations, collection from 
electrode with 150pm inter-electrode gap is significantly more. However for solution 
with 10  ^ beads/ml concentrations, electrode with 100pm inter-electrode gap collects 
more particles.
Saturation point is the point where all particles have been collected by vortices. It can 
be observed in Figure 4-7 - Figure 4-10 where the curve fit using from Eqn4-7 and 
Eqn4-8 split. Particles collection above this point will have sedimentation influence. 
The ratio of number of particles collected at saturation point to chamber height make 
up saturation point ratio.
number of particles collected at saturation point
Saturation point ratio = ---------------------- :-----:----- :——------------------------
chamber heights
For example, in Figure 4-20(a) the curves split at 200s and the number of particles 
collected are 60 beads. Thus;
S a tu ra tio n  p o in t ra tio :
60
130 
=  0.4615
When the ratio is multiply with different chamber height (eg: 260), the number o f 
particles at saturation point can be obtained.
=> 0.4615 X 260 =  120 beads (at 200s)
This is true as can be seen in Figure 4-20(b). The ratio can be use to estimate the 
saturation time for different chamber heights. However when the ratio is cross 
checking with the results obtained, this is only true for the eolleetion that is done 
purely by vortices and not subjected to sedimentation.
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4.5 Trapping from flow
Zipper electrodes system will be used in microfluidics system which involved fluid
flow. Calculations are needed in order to estimate particles trapping in a flow.
Flowrate (Q) = V X A 4-18
distance (d)
Velocity (V) =  — ------------------------------------------------------------- 4-19
time (t)
Area (A) =  w X h 4-20
2
or Area =  ir f - j  , for area of a tube or rounded nozzle 4-21
t -  saturation time
A -  area of the nozzle
h -  chamber height
w -  chamber width
Thus
Q =  m’ s- ' 4-22
Manipulating Eqn4-6, saturation time which is time to achieve saturation point (a 
point where all particles is expected to be eollected) can be calculated. Saturation time 
allows the estimation of the saturation distance. If there is only a single particle in a 
solution, where and when the particle will be trapped can be estimated using the 
information of saturation point, 
ts -  saturation time (time taken for saturation)
ds -  saturation distance (the distance expected for all the particles to be collected)
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For instance, if  single cell in 100ml medium needed to be trapped at 1cm from the 
nozzle of the tube of micro-channel with 130pm diameter the flow rate and velocity 
can be calculated as below :
Collection of the particle at 1cm from the nozzle, thus, d = 1cm = lO'^m 
h \^  d
©
a
From the curve fitting and Eqn4-6, 
ts =  a ( l  — =  165.86s thus;
130 X 10-G\^ 10-2
165.86 
Q =  8.0026 X 10 -^2 
Im^ =  10^/
Q = 8.0026 X 10 -10 l /s  
Q = 8.0026 X 10-4 
••• V =  60.29 Wm/s
Flows velocity at the dedicated distance where collection is saturated can be 
calculated. Figure 4-21 shows plotted velocity at distance of saturation against 
chamber height.
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Figure 4-21 Graph of flows velocity at saturation point against chamber height. 
From the graph shown in Figure 4-21, it shows that slower velocity is required for 
higher chamber to collect all particles at specific distance.
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Figure 4-22 Graph of estimation for maximum flow rate (Q) against chamber 
height.
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As shown in Figure 4-22, in order of any chamber height to collect single particle in a 
medium on the electrode placed at dedicated distance from the entrance or nozzle of 
the flow cell, there are flow rate limit to it.
An optimised system is measured by the system reliability, efficacy and efficiency. In 
this case, a system that can collect the entire desired particle in minimal time is 
regarded as optimise system. From the model developed, the optimise system should 
avoid sedimentation and only exhibit Eqn4-7. The system should have chamber height 
between 200um -  300um. The exposure time between 200s -  300s is adequate. This 
time also correspond to the saturation time t^. The average time takes to growth by 
factor e ( t )  is 80s.
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4.6 Conclusion
The trapping of particles using ACEO-driven vortices has been studies previously, but 
this work represents the first attempt to understand the mechanisms contributing to the 
trapping behaviour as a prelude to optimisation. This experiment shows the effect of 
vertical size of the vortex to the Zipper electrodes system. The collections of particles 
were increased with increasing chamber heights. It is obvious that the increase in 
chamber heights will contribute to additional polymer microsphere in the chamber 
hence more particles are available for collection. However, the issue is the ability of 
the vortices to collect the whole particles obtainable in the chamber. The introduction 
of chamber heights confirms the heights limitation exhibit by Zipper electrodes 
system. It is shown that the vertical size of the vortices limits the ability of the system 
to collect particles to a certain heights. This experiment also demonstrated the 
efficiency of Zipper electrodes system. It shows the ability of the system to collect 
particles in short period of time. The time taken to collect most of the particles in the 
first 200s is impressive. Smaller inter-electrode gap produce higher field intensity 
producing greater fluid velocities thus reducing the area on which particles can come 
to rest. Therefore, it can be concluded that the variation in inter-electrode gaps gives a 
variation to vortex sizes thus affects the overall collection. If the optimum collection 
is to be achieved, the height of the chamber needs to be tailored with electrode sizes 
and inter-electrode gaps so that the vortex produces will be large enough to cover the 
whole area in the chamber. The higher the chamber height, the more likely the system 
will be effected by sedimentation as shown in the plotted graphs (Figure 4-17 - Figure 
4-20). The graphs comprised of combined curves with linear curves dominate at the 
end of the collections as the sedimentation became dominant. However the chamber
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height will not affect the efficiency of the system in terms of time taken for collection 
which is independent of the vortex size. Thus, for optimisation of Zipper electrodes 
system using 500pm electrode with 100pm -  150pm inter-electrode gap, it is 
suggested that the collection is taken for at least 300s and the 250 -  350pm chamber 
height is introduced to the system. It has been shown that for a 500pm-diameter 
zipper electrode, the optimum chamber height is of the order 650pm for inter­
electrode gaps of 100pm and 150pm. The inter-electrode gap was found not to affect 
the height at which the vortex-driven trapping behaviour gives way to sedimentation- 
based trapping, but the smaller gap was seen to limit the number of particles in the 
trap, possibly due to the higher field intensity producing greater fluid velocities, 
reducing the area on which particles can come to rest.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future work
Electrokinetic is causes the movement of particles suspended in the medium as a result of 
polarisation of the particles and the medium that occur in a Zipper electrodes system. It 
also causes fluid flows which promotes particle motion due to viscous drag force. 
Depending on the parameters, electrokinetic can be use to develop a system that has the 
ability to characterise particle whether by trapping, collecting, moving or separating 
different particles. Electrode geometry together with other parameters will determine the 
efficiency and efficacy of the system.
It has been shown and confirmed, that the variation in parameter affects the behaviour of 
AC electrokinetics (ACEK) and AC electrohydrodynamics (AC EHD) that occur in 
Zipper electrodes system. Dielectrophoresis (DEP) and AC electroosmosis (ACEO) 
which are ACEK and AC EHD respectively need a specific setting for optimum results in 
the Zipper electrodes system. It also changes the efficiency of trapping and collections of 
particles.
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Previous studies have explored the effect of frequency, voltage, medium conductivity, 
particles conductivity, particles size, electrode geometry. This work concentrates on the 
effect of chamber heights, medium density, and medium viscosity and touches a little bit 
on the effect of electrode size and inter-electrode gap size.
The efficacy and efficiency of electrokinetic trapping is not only dependent on the 
electrode design and the signal supply, but it also relies on the properties of the medium 
or electrolyte and the properties of the particles. While there are parameters that only give 
small impacts on the changes, it is important to identify the major impact parameter. 
However, for nanometre scale environment, the small change in parameter might give a 
significant different.
The present of chamber height determines the influence of the vortices vertically thus 
decides the effective area of influences for the trapping and collecting particles. It will 
also minimise the interruption of sedimentation to the system.
The influence of centrifugal force is found to be minimal in determining the collection of 
particles at the centre of the electrode. The medium viscosity has been established to be 
very important in the electrokinetic trapping utilising electrohydrodynamic. It determines 
whether the system will trap and collect particles at the centre of the electrode or the 
particles will remain trapped in the vortices generated by the system.
The data presented in this work covers certain amount of information but they are still 
incomplete to draw a conclusion and suggestion on the optimum condition and 
environment in which ACEO collection system can work best. Repeat experiments in a 
controlled environment is necessary in order to ensure the results for the parameter
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observed are not contaminate with unnecessary confounding factor. More needs to be 
done to create a general rule of an optimise system comprising of electrode size, inter­
electrode gap, chamber height and not to forget the properties of the sample.
Optimisation of electrokinetic trapping as an efficient and reliable /^TAS device requires 
total control and understanding on all the range of influence that affects its performance. 
It is important to continue the work to grasp entire understanding of the range of 
influence. In this particular work, the geometry of Zipper electrodes itself has never been 
carefully analysed. It is important therefore to continue carrying out experiments to 
investigate the performance of the Zipper electrodes geometry of different diameter, gap 
and neck sizes.
Although Zipper electrodes have been successfully used in several papers to trap 
particles, there has been no study to show how the electric field is responsible for the 
behaviour. It is important to understand the electric field for Zipper electrodes geometry 
to calculate the magnitude of force applied to particles within a non-uniform field then it 
is necessary to determine the actual values of the electric field, in volumes occupied by 
the particles throughout the time they occupy them. This can only be achieved with 
simulation that might can be done using software that can simulate electric field such as 
COM SOL Multiphysics software.
The movement of particles driven by AC electrokinetics (ACEK) or AC 
electrohydrodynamics (AC EHD), or both has only been investigated under conventional 
microscope which gives only 2D view although it is known from previous study that there 
are more happening in the process. Explorations of particles trapping under confocal 
microscope might give a new dimension of the investigation. The ability of confocal
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microscopy allows optical slices of the object for use in creating 3D representation of 
what is happening on the electrodes during electrokinetic trapping.
Ultimately, the objective of this research is to make way for production of a new 
invention; a device for detecting various particles of either biological or non-biological 
origin of various sizes suspended in various types of solutes. This device will constitute 
of power supply part which will provide the specific voltage and frequency for the 
operation of the system. Then it will have processing part. The sample should be put into 
a cassette that constitute of electrode and sensor in a chamber. The cassette maybe 
customised according to the type of fluid to be tested. The cassette will be inserted to the 
processing part for the process to take place. Finally it would have the interfacing part 
which will interpret the result and display it at the display unit.
It can be imagined that such a device is being used at the airport to monitor fluids to be 
carried on board using only minimal amount of sample and taking minimal time. Army 
and travellers can carry a device which can give information either the water is safe to be 
used or for consumption. Healthcare industry can use the device for diagnostic purposes. 
People can feel safe and take care of their health by monitoring air and water around 
them.
The biggest challenge is not to develop a sensible and reliable sensor, which is not our 
particular interest. Our challenge is to develop a system that can be incorporated into 
MEMS devices for bringing the particular particles efficiently to the sensor. The 
challenge is to determine how much sample is needed for variation of particles in 
variation of solution and to prepare the sample to have the correct dilution so that the 
solution will have the optimal condition to be used for electrokinetic trapping.
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FluoSpheres - Fluorescent Microspheres
Slorage upon receipt:
• 2-€^C
• Do n «  feeze
• Protect from ligfrt
E lfm :  See TaWe 1
introduction
Protif*’ iittcnscl) flmnifwcTtt HuoSphcics* heads 
M t nunttiiktitK'd twing higli-quali1>. ultra>.'kiut potvdsrmc 
miewphenr's These miimspheiM are loaded a sariets of 
our im fT K W  (lyes, irukmg them ihc bsrightesi floncrsecid 
miero&pheres asjuiaMc The HuoSphcrcs’ produtt line ifltlodcs 
mK-rwphcrrs in ICB fluorrstcni coton, rangmg I mm oor fV -  
eicibhle htoe w  our He- Ne User-escititste cnituon and laser 
diode-etciiaWe infrared tie ads We ofTer ttuemsphcres m a range 
of imifonn sa«s »«h  neptivrly charged suilaic groups or «uh  
pnutivels charged amioc groups Our carlxsn (ale modified 
inicio#pheres are co«ed s*iih a hsdmphiiic polymer conranimg 
multiple cartxny Ik- acids for cosalcm atlachmôii of ligands.
Tabic I pros ides a summary of .VIotccuUr Pnihes' fkioresceoi 
mjcmspfiem The uWe cmsemently presents catalog numhers. 
umt sizes, and suspension dcnstnes fur the sanous floom eca cot- 
« V  hr ad diameters, and surface modificatiofls of ntkmsfijcres dial 
* c  offer We aLwofler hmbn arepiasidm-. and NeutrAsidm'*- 
laheled FluoSpheirs* heads, as »eO as heads Ihar arc spccifk'ally 
designed for cell tracing and regtonal binod (km measurements
Colon, SUes, and Surface Chemistries 
SptctrtI Properties
Mtdetular Prohes FImSpheres' nuorwceni nucrnspheTts 
vsKslatn dyes with esciiatmn and crnissinu n ave lengths that coser 
the entire spectrum fnnm ihc near uniaviolei to the near infrared. 
Figure I shons the numulired crriHsion .sjKvtra lor mac of «ler 
ten fluorescent colors of FSuoSphcrcs® heads The agftvninuac 
eu'tfjiKW and emissmm maaima of the mtcrospheres are indicated 
in Table I Hightighis Irom the FluoSpheres' ptodtkt line iixlude
• Chit Wu* nuorcscMil UnivSpfirrcs” heads with esciunon  
emission masima of tV i -Wfi nm contain a Nue fluorcveta 
dye that pros ides superior hriglatKss and a long shelf life We 
also offer blue fluiwcsicnt FluoSpbcres* heads with slightly 
shorter wasekngtb fluorescence spectra teuitaltoaemissiun  
masmta *  .VsMI.' nmf
• Our yefkw -green naarewetit FlossSphercs" heads are es 
cited scry eflTkieittly using the 4XÂ nm spectral line of the 
argon loo laser and have esceptiofulh intense fluoresecike
• Our red fhtom ccnf MwwSplterfs' heads arc masimally 
e u  tied at 5tHt nm. out orange and red orange fhoreseen l 
H uaSphem * beads hate cuitotion nusirru of 5-WI and 
5h) nm. respeciittly
• Our nile red fluorescent FtooSpbrrrs* beads hate broad 
euitattoii and emission humdw idilo making them cornputible 
with fluurcsccm. rlkidamme. and Teutt Red optical filter sets
• Our etimsan and dark red fluorrseent MucsSphrres' 
heads are cfficinitl) etctted by ihe o f f  nm spectral line of 
the He Vc laser Although the J jsl red tliiorescent pntklcs 
arc sigaifkantly less flikaesccnt dun the crimscwi fluorescent 
panicles, ihet Ouoresce ar waselengths that are huiger and 
clearly distinguishable from those of the cnmsfm fluotTsccat 
partkles
• Our lufrarrd Ikawrvsceiil HwuSpftrrrs' brads with esc nation 
emissRtn maeima of 71 ? 7.^  ^nm arc the longest waselength 
fliKMeScent microspheres currmily atadable. These heads 
absorb and emit at wavelengths at which most tissues are 
almost optically transparent
We hase found our FluuSphcres’ heads to be many times 
bnghtcr than other as adable floorescent mtciosphcre pnxhkis 
There comport sons were made using tdcntkal part», le sizes and 
concentrahons and cvcidng both samples at their eacitatmn man 
mum TaWe 2 dtows the approtimaic nirmher of unifuenchcd fJuo- 
rescem espiis alenls m our yellow green (luieesccnl FTuoSphcies' 
beads The uttensily of the heads ts sufficieol to aJkiw visual 
i/aiKio of single particles, es en tor our smallest itirerospheres. 
which appear as point sources Moreoser. aiftiroas suspensions 
of FluoSpberes' heads do not f»lc sjgintkamly when dlummated 
by a ZVt walt xenoo-arc lamp for 3fl imnmcs Indeed, most of our 
FTuoSpheres* heads sl»w Imlc or no phwcfikikhing. even when 
excikrd w ith the imenre illumination rec|uued for tluorrsceiKe 
microscopy
Although some of otre RuoSpheres’ heads arc as adabie m 
limited sizes and surface lunctioms, we w ill prepare custom orders 
upon reipicst FfBoSpheres' heads can alsii he prepared w ith 
intensities ihiU are I m r r  than ihore of our regular rekdioti. a 
desirable (eaiure in some miittrcolor appt»c.aMms
naoSpWtrwi' FHiotatCMd MlerotplMrM
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Sizes
To rosct the diverse needs of our ciistomcri. we offer 
FtooSphctcj* hraJs îiî a variety of sires (Table 1 >. The smallest 
mtcmspbercs arc currently alxtut 0.02 (im ia diameter, with s 
coefficient of variation (C \')o f about 2CKI, ss determined by 
electroa raimcsctJpy. T te sire unifonrJly impenses with iaareadng 
sire, witii Ihe CA' decreasing from 5T for 0.1 pm RuoSpheres® 
beads fc»~lT ft>ribusc willi 10-15 pm dlantelen.The sires spcc- 
ifieJ in the product names arc nonanal bead diameters: because 
of batch variation in the laidyed microsphcres. Ihc sctuaJ natan 
diameters shown on the product labels may differ from ihe nomi­
nal diameters, especially for the smaller micrtwplKncs, Because 
of their small siec.0.02-0JM pm nticrospbercs arc transparcrrl
In light in aquenas suspensions aral behave very much like true 
solutions.
Surface Faoctional Gtoaps
Wc prepare RuoSpheres* beads with four different surface 
functioral group, mahittg them compatible with a variety of con­
jugation strategies. Our nuoicsccnl dyes have negligible effect on 
ifte surface properties of tlic polystyrene beads nr on llieir protein 
adsorption. We caution, however, ticat the surface properties Itavc 
an im.jMrtant role in the functional utility of Ihe microspkres: wc 
cannot guarantee the suitability of a particular bead type for all 
applications.
Tabla l.Sim '-ar/dW rbaiaPrctes'FluÆ ptH nvSixfrariricicrK jhB® .*
WCfBSpSMHS t S.02 pm II.Mpm 0.1 pm 0.2 pm 0.3 pm IJJpm 2.0 pn 4.0 pn
cummyiata-MoiltBMi tMicmupbum
Blat(3EM15) FBTBf
10 ml
FB805 
ID ml
FE814 
10 ml
FB824 
2 ml
ma:(35ll/440 FB737 
10 ni
FB815 
10 ml
Vilb/j-g^ iit (5D5'1I5) mm
10 ml
FB785 
1 ni
FBSnO 
10 mi
FM11
lOmL
(3313 
10 ml
FSB23 
10 ml
FEB27 
2 ml
Wl« ref (535i5751 M7B4
10 ml
FBS1S 
10 ml
FB825 
2 ml
(5fll'5GD) W32 
1 ni
FBBDD 
10 ni
F8509
ID ml
F8820 
10 ml
Rfid-orangs (555'5SC) FB734
Ini
%dim'505) FETSE 
10 ml
IB7P3 
1 ni
FBBD1 
10 mi
FSS10 
10 mi
F3312 
10 ml
FBS21 
10 ml
FBB2E 
2 ml
CriiBcn (EZh'EdSi F37S2 
2 ml
FSS06
2 ml
Fsate 
2 ml
DarkroKEEamO FBT33 
2 ml
FB7B9 
1 ni
F5S07
2 ml
ttatrarBffflS'TSS) FB781 
04 ml
FB793
liri
s u ia t i  K ttH oipbim
BteC3B5'415) j FE849 
10 ml
F8B54 
2 ml
Ydb,«-g‘utr.(5D5i5l5) I F5345 
1 10 ml
FEÎ4S 
ID ml
FBB52 
10 ml
FBB53 
2 ml
F8355 
2 ml
Rad 1550(505) FSS51 
10 ml
F835S 
2 ml
waabyga-îatrat» Mlauçtma:
Yslbfl-gpum (SOMIS) FBTEO
lOmL
FS762 
10 ml
Amhtt-litodttliit MtcrmptmrBi
Yslta’fi'^ c^fi (505'5I5) F67G4
5 ml
F8755 
5 ml
R6d(55igG) F57B3
5 ml
* FiuaSeSirtsr b e s i ï  are siçpttsS as iqusoini susprnslais canU M njatC  setKs, s irep t k r  StK U Da ira m icresnerev. «Wîfi are su rç lad  as sju jd u s su sacsto n s 
c c rtS n ln jS H so lU s iU lstes la l vASin a aursKV raup:, Sires M sa& d  are immRfC and mas-(ur# tmra t a t r t  ta batch. AituU sires as sfclsnnnstl try tltcvon  
rtrrtscD  W- ere su«ltKU cn IfK irn d n a  kùcts. t  AeprartmatB futi-eKCTCc tïc iü lK h a n d  emtsslsrs In isra i f f  M s a k d  In parerC-.tsss
HusSpSrem* Flaaratcsest ktlcrcrqitierat
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• Carl»\ylatf-roodifkd FlaoSpbcres* beads have pen& ü
cattwxjik ackii. makinr than suilihk Uif ctnaierj cwuplir.f 
of prtstvins anJ ither amine-toniainm; biomokctilo using 
*ake sNiibk carhxiiirakk iragfnîs as EDAC fB -47). 
Ill orifcr !ti tvïth decrcas; nonsped(k binding and pmsidc 
aJdilkMaî funAkoal gmopi f «  conjugal km. %e me caitw.tyl- 
a!C-modifieJ  beads üùî hase a high density of catbonfk 
acids on ÜKlr surface.
• Sulfale FluoSpherts* beads arc rtlaJise!) hydrtsphohic 
partkiks lisal will pusdvcîv adsnib almcnl any pmirin. including 
BSA. IfG. avidin, and strcptas idin.
•  Aldchy df-sulfiile IlttoSj^ercs'* beads, which arc suîfalc 
micros phenes lhai hase been modified to add surface nhkhyde 
groups, are designed to rcaci with proteins and other amines 
under set) miU conditions
• .Amine-modified ïlooS ph tm *  beads can k  coopkd to a 
wide s-ariety of amine-rcadise mokcules. incWiog suceriti- 
midyl esters and iwihiocyanatcs of haptens and drugs or car- 
hatyiic ackls of proteins, using a sealer-soluble carhodiitnitk. 
The umme surface gtw çs can also be reacted with SPDP
(S153 ! I to y icld (after redaction) mkmspheres w ith salfhydry ! 
groups.
Detailed Information m  the surface pmpsmies of ntmSphems^ 
beads is gisen in oar instruction manual "Working with 
FluoSpheres- Fiuotesccnt Microspberes" tMP05f»31), avaihbk 
at our website (probes.insitrogciacom) or from our Technical 
Sers Ice tkpidmertl.
ff/flf/fl- and Afridin-Labehd Mierespberes
Mokcolar Probes offers fluorescent and nmiliscKcsccnt 
biodn-. NcutrAvidin -. and itrrptavklin-ljbekd FluoSpheres* 
beads (Table 3). which can be used m imjwse the sensiiis its of 
flow cylomctry applications and immuWiagnostic assays.They 
may also be useful as tracers that can be detected with standard 
asidin'streptas idin enryme-medialed m etW s. Neuir.As idin** 
biodn-binding pn«nn is a form nf as idin that has been processed 
to rernme eaitsihydrates and lower the isjxleclric point. The
resulting near neutral protein has Hgnificar.tly less non spec iFsc 
binsling than eons entional as tchn,
PrsMeiit- and nther mactomstlecule -lafeled micrwpheres has e 
hydrophobic regions that may cause them to bind to non (atgel 
surfaces m mme apfficatksns. Bkvk.-Vid”* Ms.iciing solution 
(BIOIIO) is tksigred to reduce non.specifk binding of our strep- 
tavsdin-. NeotfAsidin*’'-. and biotin-labelod FluoSpheres* 
tricTtKpbcres. In flow cytometry applications. »e find BliekAid 
bïtvking solution reduces nonspccilic binding of prorein-labeled 
rakTOsphctes better than commercially avaihble blocking solutions 
or "home-made" blocking kdutions described in the sckntific 
hie rature. BlocL-kid'* hkvking solution is useful for presentmg 
the nonspcvific birding of proiem -cmted or other macromoleeule- 
cWed micmspWes in s varx-ty of Pnra cytometry and microscnpy 
applications. BKvkAid'» blocking solution is asailable in a 
50 mL unit si/e.
Cmtom flmSphem* Beads
Molccttlar Probes can prepare custom-dyed t r  custom-coaled 
mfctosphcfcs for your appltation. Contact our Custom and Bulk 
Sales Department f «  further information.
Materials, Storage, and Handling
All FlaoSpheie'C frwlurls should be stored at 2-b"C. protected 
from light- DO SOT FREEZE. Before sampling, mix well by 
sonication. vigonms shaking, or nsrtes mixing. The micrnspheres 
arc stable for at least one year, provided recommended storage 
conditions ait strictly obsened.
Our standard FluoSpberes* beads arc supplied as suspensions 
(39 solids) in water plus 2 mM scetium a/i& . Suspensions of 
10  pm and 4 0  pm beads contain, m addition. 0029 Tw een 20 
The 0.04 pm FluoSpheres* beads arc provided at 59 mhds in 
water (without srdsum a/hk I The unit sizes arc indeated in 
Table I The biotin-and Ncutr.Asidin''*-labeled R uoSpterts' 
beads are supplied as 19 solids in 50 mM sodium phosphate.
50 mM XaCI. pH 7.5 plus 0 ('2'f Tween 20 and 2-5 mM sodium
400 JCO ox> BOO
l ï t l l l  2 .  f  u : f ? j : ? e  K | . r , c i r r i  in a . r  y > i ! e * - g " -  t V : 'R . .3 r l  h î t .
Wavelength (nm)
flgnttl If i-nt '■ t .r - ' < rrcKfic'o
sv -z—,a -y nrn-«"-i likLw|1s' P5i2(gjp
(32144 1 J p '- 4  Y  4 m - y  ( î f ! * * ' 5 "sd - 'rr]  ''" 5  V " lOhk/ «lalrcif s.'èT rd7 rhtf► -t y(7l 5755; FkoStben" bati
IHouipS»!» DtarrnHi (pm) fln o rii t i tn  EqatnlsBl* f t t
002 1 .8 . 1C«
OW 3.5.1C-
01 7,4 .  IIP
02 n .  Kb
0 5 2 .0 .  I P
10 1 .3 .1 0
2 0 3 1 . 1 0
10 1,1 < 1 0 ’
15 3 7 .1 0 - '
FlasSptwres* Ftoofuictal Mtertriptiirtj
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laoia a. Ssr-sri d  Main-, n-tts/dh, a-d finirAkdi-i"'-b:c’si) Fb:S#!ms" mdzplHiB.'
mRcrpmniaf 11.2 pm 1.0 pm
Btnttn-UbBlaa BrerntgBBr»
McvwgrMn G05515) FB7I5 
04 ml
18767 
04 ml
FB7E8 
0.4 ml
fianliuorasrant f876-9 
0,4 ml
HlmspftBrw
Mo'.'.'-grMn (S35'515| PBTm)
8.4 ml
WBatrtwtitia’"-LBtiBiaa Mfererpnarei
yCcv.'-grt'sa (%5'515) F877I 
84 ml
F2774 
0-1 ml
F8776 
01 ml
Bid (5209051 R77C 
04 ml
F3775 
01 ml
fiantluDrssizsnt R77Z 
04 ml
FB777 
01 ml
* Ban- trd KiutiWUn’*-)ss;eE!S fiuoSfSWa* btsis are sieetted as sijusaus 
sîsçBsîWiî DaituntTO 1% satds and 0 BZ% Tansn M; «ns KreirtWdR-atKKd 
S IT! HIP5((5Î a 
I .  At slits ill B l  
; ifiovï Siites art nzaml and S5S/ « r 
15 Bttmnttita ** RMren mcrasDicy i 
; t  Appni«nutc JliO'cstBT.ce txcKiltai and emhsltrs In nm art
azidc. The strcplavidin-ljbrfcd FlunSp4icr«* hraiis arc supplicd 
S »  Mil ids in 50 mM sudiisn phœpbalc, 50 mM N'aCU pH 7 J
plus 2-5 mM sodium aziJc.Thc uait sizes forlbc biolin-, 
KcutrAvidk "  ard strcpüviJir.-lafccîcd RuoSphCTes*' pirxlucts 
are iitdicaled in Tabic 4.
The number uf mierasf hcrcs per mL of suspenaon may be 
determined firm lie  folkiwinc equaliais:
N a n n b c r  o f  m .ic r o s p lw n :» '' m L  -
6C X  to'* 
p X n X fr*
Where: C = etinccnlralinn of suspended heads in p’ml.
(0.02 j>’mL Lira 29 suspens inn)
<) = dbmeber of rrJcrospbercs in pm 
p = density of polymer in p'TnL (1.05 for (xdysiyrenc)
Fee example, for a 2T siiipenson of 10 pm polyslyrenc 
beads:
t c o . o c )  X  i d ' -  7
N u m b e r o r r a r c r o s p b c r c d 'm L - —  - , - 3 . 6  X  101.05 X n: X (10)
Fluorescent Mteraspfiere Starter Kits
Fee first time users, wt offer scsenil fluoresceo) micnisplierc 
starter kits;
•  FlBoSphents* Flnoresccnl C o h r KH (F1O720) consists of 
I mL sompks of yellow -green, orange, red. and dark red fluo­
rescent caifc<i.5y!atc-n»Jified()U>f pm FluoSpheres’* bends
packaged as hich-densily, a/ide-frec suspensions for micm- 
inprlioiL
FlpoSphercs* Size Kits contain I mL amples of carttoxy late- 
modified FIiKrSphcrcs* beads in 0.02.0.1.0.2,0„5. LO and 
2JÜ pm sizes and arc available in yellow-green (FSSSS) or red 
(F8SS7) fluoresccRl cokrn;.
FlPoSpbitreS’  Blood Flow Delermlnallan Fluorcsoenf 
Color KMs provide several different fluorescent colors of our 
10 pm (F8OT) or 15 pro (FS89L F8892) FluoSpheres* poly­
styrene microjpheres.
Applications
FluwescerJ mictosphetes have been used as markers for 
cellular antigens,' as retrograde naironal tracers.: a.s mieroin- 
jeclahle cell (racers, "  and as standardization reagents for flow 
cytometry.’ Moreover, they have been employed to investigate 
(dragocytic poccsscs’ '  and to determine blond flow in tissues.’ 
Because of their high fluorescence intensity, FluoSpheres* beads 
should be especially suited for the many micrusphcrc-bascd 
diagnostic tests that have been developed.' In addition, detecting 
fluonescence at long wavelengths can reduce background that 
arises from sample auto-fluorescence and from Rayleigh and 
Raman scattering interference.
Celf-Siffiace Antigen Deledion
The bright fluorescciKC of our FluoSpheres* beads makes 
them ideally suited f «  detecting low-density receptors on cell 
surfaces."" Fluorescent tnkrospheies coupled la goat anti­
rabbit antibodies were shown to bind specifically to red blood 
cells and lymphacylcs that were previously sensitized with rabbit 
antibodies to cell-suiface antigens.'- Antibody-coated fluorescent 
microsgiheres have also been employed to defect donor erythro­
cytes in patients who had received allogenic bone marrow trans­
itants." Using similar techniques, researchers hase used three 
sizes of fluorescent microsplxres to simultaneously delect three 
different CanJicl,i iilhU-tmt antigens.'■*
Heamal Retrograde Traters
Katz was lise first la use (liinrescent microsphcres as a neuronal 
tracer, demonstrating that tlwxiamitw-labelcd mscro.spl'3erescould 
be rctrogradcly inmsponcd.'' It his since been shown that similar 
green fluorescent microsphcres undergo retrograde transport 
alti«)ugh nol as readily as thodamine-labeled microsphcres in 
these cs|vriments. Using tiuoresccnt microsphcres in U k s c  
applications has the following advantages:
• Polystyrene mkrosplfercs are not cyfotoxic.
• They diffuse minimally from die injection site.
• They (xrvist forcxtraâdinarily long pcriod.s in nerve cells.
The intensity of labeling of neuronal pcrikary a in rats has been 
rcpurtcd to be undimirdshcd one year after injection.'* Although 
the exact mechanism of transport is txjt completely tenderslood. 
the transport process can apparently be facilitated by using high 
concentrations of particles with small diameters K0.05 pm) 
and high negative surface-charge deiisiiic.t." Please note that 
bctairsc of conflicting repurtv on die utility of 0.0.3 pm corbosylale- 
raodified microspJicrcs for retrograde neuronal tracing, wc do 
not recommend these products specifically for that ai^icatxm. 
However, wc still make these carboiyiatc-modificd mtcraspkcres
FluoSpbBres* FlanrtscaatKlcmjptisfB*
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«vaibbic ki researchers fur use to niictuinJceuWe iraccrjcr fee 
fflssjblc use in retruerade iradr.r studies w  other application.*. 
(The nominal sire of these raiVTvtsphercs. however, is listed as 
0  (M pm.) Unlike our other fluorescent mîcmspheres. most of 
which are sold in suspcnsiimi conlaiaing 29 solids and 2 mM 
sodium a/jde as a preservalive, these products arc now sold as 
39 solids, wiihoul presen arises, to facihtaSe their use in these 
specialized applications. Our hiotinjialcd fluorescent and non- 
(luo.'csorat microsphcres nay permit detection by flmxesccnce 
ftylkracd by other uttraslracturil techniques. RiKStsces! mkro- 
îphcrcs lave also Wen delected by cleciKW microscopy by using 
potassium permanganate for negativ e eootrasl"
Tracers (or Pîtagoeyîosis
It his been sbawn that 0.6-2.0 |im fluorescent tnicrospWrcs 
can be used to investigate phagocytic pnx-esses in rat ncutro- 
phifi.** human trabecular mesh work cells.- rrwuse (writtmcal 
macrophages." and human polymi?pkvnockar leclocy tei*’ 
Analy sis of pbagoeytized particle» ha.v been carried wit by çian- 
titativc flow eytometiy.-:* Became of their lo» Dtmvpccifk 
binding, carbovy lote-rrWifkd tricrospbcrcs appear to W best 
for phagocytic applications. Various opsonizing agents such »  
fetal calf sertnn or rabbit scrum have been used to facilitate pktgo- 
cytoiis.
Sensitive Diagnostic Reagents
Several successful comtrcrcia! diagnostic tests that employ 
non fl wore scent microspheres already exist, including two foe 
p-llOG fl'nipath's Cleceblae Easy and Tambrmd's First Respond f. 
Fluorescent microsphcres can be used in most, if not all of the 
major microsphere-bosed diagnostic test system* prcsently In 
use. Including latex agglutination tests, nher-separation tests.
panick-capture EIJSA methods, and iwo ponicle sandwich tecb- 
Riques. Fluotcscent mkmsphent* provide «pantitative. as well as 
qualitative results, and arc potentially more seasitive than cotori- 
metric m ctW s.
Blood FlowMeasaremeots
Molecular Rube* has developed a range of mkrosphere
products specifically for fluorescence-txased I as opposed to 
radio»o!opt-ba.«cdl measurements of regional blood (low in 
tissues. Our RuoSplaercs* (Todurts fv*-regional blood flow 
déterminatim are de.sciibcd in a sep.rrate imstmctroo manual 
“FlocSphercs* FIlmtckcc,! MkrcKfiieres fur Blxxl Flow Deter­
mination'' (MP 08X2*11, which is available at otrr website 
t probe cinv itrogen com i or from our Technical Service Depart­
ment Oitr FluoSpheres* Blood Flow Determination Fluorescent 
Coks Kits cotaain cither 10 (jm or 13 )im micrropheres in seven 
fluorescent «'lors or 13 pm microsphcres in live fluorescent 
coKvfs.
TraasFluoSpheres’^  Beads
Molecular Probes has aline of fluorescent mcrospherrs 
that incorporate a series of tw o nr more proprietary dy es that 
are carefully chosen to allow efficient etxrgy transfer between 
she dyes. This patented tcchndogy produces microspheres that 
exhibit extremely large SiiAes shifts. More information can be 
found in the imstructim irunaal entrtSed "TranvFluoSpheres* 
Fluorescent Microsphercs" (MP07 lt»b>. available at our website 
(probe s.invitnvgen.iromi or by tequesl from our Technical Service 
f)epartment.
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Product List C H i r f i M r p m a y  I*  odiaAMn rrem w r  w d fU 'f or Ÿom « u  Cfrfmrwr Serefw P fiW rfm w l
C 4 tf PmductNima UailSIn
BH37M B o ckA if ' bocfcnq so kd m  'to r ass «ilti mkrrsptMr»?'  ------ --- ------------- ---- - ---- --------- ------ ------- - ---- ----------  50 mL
FSSSO Bi»Sph«(H'BJac<iRcH([bt»mK'a6ooFkor9SCiw(CokirKrt#t pnlïstyrens.ncrcuptieres 1 0 jam
'ssv a i co tes. 10 m l m ch ' ‘S.fijtll?SBafeint*.... . . . . . . . . . .. ....................................... . ................................ ...... ................  1 M
F%91 PyaSptisJBs' fflooO Row fe tsrm ratfln  FhorescKS Color Kit #2. polvstymnt 'ncnwpheros, 15 i*ti
'ssvsn crtw s, 10 mL aach' '1.0x1 O' SsadsiW .'------------------------- ----------- ---------- --- ---- --- - ---- --------- --- - - - - -  1 wt
FSSOt? A w Sphem s' Blood Ffcw ftrta rm ra tw  F to s sc f ra  Color Xil #3. polrstyrens mcrospberos 15 pm
*fiw co tes. 10 m l mi* '  '1 flh W  h sa trm iL ' ...... —  .............. ... . ...................... .... ...... ........................ ......  1 k i
F107ÎQ RwSphs.iHî'' FkofssMot CoLï  Kg cari»3nf!al»-iRO*W micrasEterK. O.M pm 'four taoas. 1 m l M t* '
F î® 7  PcwSptiwEs' S ra  ftl #T. catnXfUfe-modrtitd Ticossptwrss. red iluorsscar 1530*605) ' s u  so ts . 1 m l sacb'
FKS3 F î» S p t« «œ ' S a  » i  M. cjrtox/tïas-madrlIM TKfospOsrsi. ysftcw-qrwn fluorascsm (505.^15) 's ix  m a t  I m l each '
For lis»?^ rrfa'zaliSw « i% < )$a ts-tro5W . W fA . Jldtfr/tis-sultids and w m M ioddied F te rS p h m s' mcroophwas. see Table 1 
Far Irsteg d  a<.4t{jgw btem-. siraptnidin-. and N a d r W it f à a b iW  FsioSpAarw* mKrosj^xsres. see W e  3.
Contact information
F ijw r rrtemsmyi on fdeiscuiar Pmbes prodtKtt. reud iig  pmitea latnoywhNK. s. ariiatM  from ytw  tea l djaiibator «  dtiactl/ bom Motecute Probes O aom ers in 
Eipopi. ,4brra and the NMdk Eaa sftoud to titja  out ah k t In PaBby UiMsi Kmgdom. M othare stwild o y o h  at Teotecal Sisvtte Depanmem m Eugene Oregon
Pease ves* ow  vfflbsilB—p rir ts ï tmrtfrogwi.tam—kirthe moiJs«>-ltwbiB rtem atxm
NiMeculte Prod»!, in t. Inyi&ogsii European Beadgnartefa
29*51 Wdyai Crwk ftoad. Euqma OR S7M2 Imitrogm ltd.
Phone !5dFid65-$XM«FaK. 15411335-8504 J fo u n a p O m e
Inthinnaa @uwfiM.s Park
CrnroHHr Serrlee: 6 OO am to 4 30 pm tPacrk  Trnel Paesby FW S3F. UK
Phone 15411335-033?‘ Fatt: 15411335-0305« Bmbescfdr*@<r.vdt»)en.oom Phone -41(0) 141 814 6100 «Fan: *44(0)141 8146260
Emal: Ksmnlo®mySroq»n.tcni
T$li-FtM OrdUfUnn r «  usa: Technital Sem tes eurnBchfimvUrogan.coni
Orda< Phone (BOO) 438-220* • Orobr Far. )8(3>i 438-0228
TstlM ical S a n t t e ;  8:00 ani to 4 (10 pm i Pauftc Tama)
Pliniie !54H 335-fl0SS*roih-Frim'gl)O) 438-2209 
Fw. !54(i SOS-OGOS'probMlachOWMlnayn.cDm
U n b a w r Probes p rcx te s  are ttqC i-quit/ reagsnts end m atsrali mtended lot rmearth purposes o n ^  Thsse prodtitts rtxist be used bp or dfBctiÿ iindw the 
suprrflstcn of. a iBchmcalh qualhad n d  ndual w p en reed  m handirq pmendatl/ harardous chemeals. Pease mad the M stans Sab t) Dab She« prwtded t e  
each produtt ditwr requlainr/ consdmalions may applv.
Limited Use Label License
IFor •’Bseardi ibb ob^ Not ruanded tor ary animai or bjman Ihmapjolii or deyiosttr uss The purchase of tfis prodiKf cmtreys to to» briçer the ncn-trjrEferaow 
ngh: In use tbs purchased gniwm at ihe prodrrri a r t  osmpooeffls cd toe p rxkcl ui rwearch CGndutbd by the buyer I whetner toe bu>w is an academe or for-prcdit 
«ntih'l The buyer c»rnot sell w  c lhew se tnm ste la) t i s  produrt Ibi *s comtonaMs or Id  iratwuls rrude u s rq  Iris product or to corn&yBrrts ts  a IhtrO party w  
■orxirHisa mt toe Modud oj i s  oy np y en ts  or manerbb made usmg this procteb or i s  tonponeno tor Commeroal Purposes The buyer iray b&nste N o n m lirr 
Of materials rrarte through 4k  use ol the prcduci to a sctwbhc cobbprpior provsled toat such Iransbr is no» tor any Commercial Purpose, and that such radabcrate 
agrees pi •aiming (a) to not la rB te  such materab to any thml party, and (b) to use such iransbrrod marsrais am tte rtortnaiiDn sobfy lor resaarch and not tor Com­
mercial Purpose. Cornmercial Puntxaes means any actndy by a  party lor corisrderaite and may fiauda. M  «  nm imllnd to  (11 use of the product or ns cornponanls 
m rnantiiadunng: (Zi use at ih* proteeh or is  con^mnarto to prtHbe a sirwce. informabon. or data i3) use of the prodKt or i s  annpoM nh tor iheraseuik dlagnos- 
fc  or p iw / ta d i :  purycses: or 111 resale of the pmdixl or its cnmpcramts wtHthor or tte  surto croduct or *  tcrrpcnaim  are resold tor use in research. Invimgm 
Coiporaten wit not a s a r t  a clam agama the buyçr c4 m tm n ^effl d  ihe abow saterts based upon the rr^nulscture. use w  sale of a dBrapeult:. clrrrod diagnoshc 
•rsctme w  proçhytacK predun dtesbead pi research by the Sh’»  to wrieh ilts  produa «  its compoiKnts was trr^wyed, prcwdod that nertoar toe product nor any 
cd «s cnrnponatos was used in if» marataoure flt such pmtduct. M too puichtoer a  nm wAng to areepi the ItonotimB ol this Itoitod use 5tatan»ni Invirogen is 
« 9 m  tJ accept resim at the product iwfh a to i refund For ntem alion an purchasig a fcanse to this p ritec t for pwposes other than research, contact Wateular 
Probes Inc. BusinessOejsoprngrd, 29K1 WriDwOœk Road Eugene. 0R9T4Q2 Tat (541)465-5330 Fax (541)335-0504
SrrnrS Wcifcular Probes prM icts and prcdud apphcabons are tw tred  by US. and torerjn oatssiB and patents pending Af nariHS contsning Ihe desiytabon * are 
rejElered Patmt and Trademark Office.
Copmght 2005. W sbtuiar Pnxxis Inc. AI rights re se rued. Tbs imormatasn s  stemct tu change wtoout notice
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Appendix II
# * #
• *#' Duke Scientific 
Corporation
Ykwr Truttmd Putlnt in P»rttcl» Serene*
Appkarion*
• Testing of filtration media and 
systems
•  Vtal and contamef cleaning stutfces
•  Contamination Control
•  Centrifugation and sedimentation 
processes
•  Microcirculation and biotogicai 
researcti
•  PartKle Coimter research and 
development
•  Imaging and (low cytometry 
research
• Fluorescence microscopy and 
photography
• Flow pacirsg 
Advantages
Ftrefh’'" process creates (vghty 
stable, mtematy dyed microspheres
Dye intensity umformity
Minimal photobteaching
Large assortment of particle sizes
No dye leaching in aqueous media
Benefits:
Excited and detected by a wide 
range of methods
Particles can be observed directly in 
the matrix or media being tested
Easily collected on membrane filters 
for examination by microscope
May be cKssofved and dyes measwed 
directly
Pankk OttHihn. These mawphem can be 
detected mth an epifkiomcenct tmaoscope, 
confocai microscope. Ikforometer. Hv&escence 
spectraphcfometer. or fktorescence (Ktivated 
cet sorter In acfctooo, a9 of these huomcent 
irncrospheres can be detected using a mmeraf 
fighr or Wuc* ftgrit IW).
a
Sales Bulletin 120A
vrsBFluorescent Polymer 
Microspheres (Aqueous)
Firt’fh'* internaUy-iiyeii m icrosphcres fealurv bright, hi^h 
conlrusl colors for appiications such as contam ination  
control, flow tracing, filter challenge, etc
r  n
Product Description Duke Scientific s fluorescent microspheres are hard d y ed  
Itnternailydyecfi polymer beads whrch utilize Duke Sc lent Acs FtrefH^ process to 
irKorporate the dye throughout the polymer matrix This method produces bnght 
fluorescent colors, minimizes photo bleaching, and prevents dye leaching in aqueous 
media The microspheres are made of polystyrene IPS), which has a density of 
I.OSgfcm’ and a refractive index of 1 59 C 589 nm The aqueous suspensions are 
packaged as 1% solids in a mufticompcxient dispersing system which prewnts 
clumping and aids in dispersion
Fluorescent rracrospheres emit bnght and distinctive colors when illuminated by 
light of shorter wavelengths than the emission wavelength This property improves 
(hew contrast and visibility relative to background materials In addition to the features 
of conventional microspheres, the fluorescent products offer improved sensitivity 
and detectability for analytical methods
Product Attributes
Particle Composition Polystyrene
Dyefs): Feefli"' Fluorescent Green (Ex 468 'Em 508 nm),
Red (Ex 542/612 nm) Blue lEx 365, 388,
412/Em 447,447,443 nm)
Sizels): 0 03 to ICO pm I see reverse)
Uniformity. 3% to 20A. CV
Concentration 1% sobds
Particle Density: t OSg/cm' (Polymer)
Refractive Index 159 C 589 nm (Polymer)
Bottle (>jantity: 10, IS. 60. 90 mL
Content: Dyed Polystyrene Micro spheres in Water
Expiration Date: > 24 months
Additives: Trace surfactant to inhibit agglomeration & promote stability
Package Includes: Package Insert Sheet and Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)
Storage & Handling: Consult product insert label, do not freeze 
Store upright and keep txxtle tightly sealed
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Fluorescent Polymer Microspheres (Aqueous)
Fircfli'* inUTnaUy-JycJ m u Jeaiurc hhfiht. high contrast
colors for applu attons such as contamination control, flow tracing, 
filter i haiU'tige. etc
Sales Bulletin 120A 5,7-03
CaUog hantm10f»t ism WfTt Nuntnftnl SoMi 1%)
G iw i ----------- B s r " W -TOTÎK".... TfflTpRT" T Z T W
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Technical Data
Issue 10 
Sept 2001 AT7 PVC Electrical Insulation Tape
General ttesmption
A PVC Bectrical Insulation Tape coated w th pressure sensinve adhesive.
•  Flame retarcfcsrt.
•  SeJf-extirguishing.
*  Easy tear.
#  Easy unmmd.
#  Flexible
•  Conformable to awkward shapes.
•  VVhter resQtsn.
•  Good abrasion resistance.
#  W  resistant.
*  Non-corrosive adhesive.
Specifications
Certification* to the Tod owing standards may be available on request.
BS EN 60454,'"^pe 2 (Formerly BS 3924)
Technical data
Thickness 
Breaking Load 
Elongation 
Adhesion
Steel 
Self 
Witer Extraa 
pH
Conductivity 
Electrical Properties
B 'down Voltage 
I Min Proof Test 
Insulation Resist 
Cu Corrosion 
Flame Retardancy 
Service Temp 
Application Temp 
Storage Temp
0.13mm 
26 N'tm 
180%
14 N/cm 
11 Ni'cm
68
Max. 2 m&i'm
8 0  kV 
6.0 kV
10" ohms 
No Staining 
Self eninguishmg 
-5’C to  +70"C 
0 C to +40 C 
+ 1 I T  to + 2 5 T
" S tJ r e a r d  c h a rg e  fo r  c e n i f ic J te  £ 2 5 ,0 0
faenvi w*wn wCcmmC Wwrvwm#. d v  mcw# a n
rm rtm  mté UtoiCd iw  be u  MAJOMUM
«r nàMft l»r apacAcaUcn p trœ aa »  T*«
C encun r m a rv w  ds# r%#K te  trc c o n  tsméoct» m d c r?  
ctoa##a at a##L#Lamw i wCl nm A  in a rv -tm a  s0 rha 
MOn#»# TWwmal Data Shmit Cuatepam  tautry
thavntitfvei tftu  if a  tKw b  lar Bhtr remefwnema
wCteCtw «bar Mcti m adb«siK ru s r  eti-ianartea  Pkuaa 
rCiack th a  n u  Neva dw a n c t  item  v f  the IteM ccaf O ia  
SM«K A# lartftNtefarar)»! 0 * 1 0  Bma»-
tUtoOoaa tbmkirm uaa tha euR tm at n adwaad is  cmHdt 
•h* H owh 4  Wmtv Data lhaat prot^isoe ba th# tam *«w  
taf tha  g ra h x t. w hch «  araaJLabto ua  nowaat
T)nm i a w a d  batn*  t%# M rtartan raestrm w alaC  wtrciar*- 
tiM  <wMt e a ^ r c  > w m r*  up aa iam bvaf bafefa m# U a te  
34houri. m tfb *  raou rad  tor ttoa ce taaa plara
©MiDunncE
adhesive tapes
Advance Tapes Intemaoonal Limited, PO Box 122.
Abbey Meadows, Leicester, LE4 5RA.
Tei; 0116 251 0191. Fax: 0116 265 2046. www.advancetapes.com
f%-kt»TOI Bw f tO fU
AFERA
A s s o c s t f o n  d e s  F a b n c a ik ts  E u r o p é e n s  d e  
R u b a n »  A u to - A d i te s i f » .
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% ACEOavel.m Program plots Average EO velocity 00:50 DB fr/2/11/'12 
% Morgan & Green 2003 see eq (6.40); and Ramos etal 1999 eq (1) to (4). 
clear all; close all; % from old fcm program Tu/1/1/2002 
eo=8.854e-12; ep=2.55*eo; em=78.4*eo; j=sqrt(-l); fi=0;
M=input('Enter medium Molarity, eg 1 mM is 0.001, M = ');
%M=0.01;
Mstr=num2str(M); % Molarity
sigm=1.498*M % e.g. 1 mM KCl at 25oC is about 15 mS/m
q=1.602e-19; % Coulombs
eta=10e-4; % dynamic viscosity
kB=1.3807e-23; % Boltzmann constant
Na=6.022e23; % moR-1 Avogadro's number
T=298.15; % Kelvin at 25 oC
Vo=l; % unit applied voltage @ electrode
tauq=em/sigm; %
no=M*1000*Na; % 1 mM NOTE: 1000 factor conversion 
kap=sqrt(2*q^2*no/(em*kB*T)); % reciprical of Debye length 
lamb=l/kap; % Debye length of diffuse layer (above electrode) 
lanstr=num2str(round(lamb*le9)); % approx to nm 
const=sqrt(em*kB/(2*q^2*Na* 1000)) 
fV=logspace(0,5,50); % frequency log equispaced 
xmin=25e-6/2; 
xmax=xmin+1 e-4;
%xv=xmin:5:xmax; % x vec 
wv=2*pi*fV; % angular freq vec 
kx=50; 
for k=l :kx;
x=xmin+(xmax-xmin)*(k-1 )/(kx-1 ); 
xv(k)=x-xmin; % for x labelling
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xm(k,:)=x*ones(l ,length(wv));
Omm(k,:)=wv.*tauq*(pi/2)*kap*x; % Omega matrix 
end
[rx,cx]=size(Omm);
Velm=(em/8* Vo^2/eta)*(Omm.^2)./(xm. *(ones(rx,cx)+Omm.'^2).^2); 
fi=fi+l; figure(fi); surf(xv*le6,loglO(fV),loglO(Omm')); shading flat; 
ylabel('log-frequency log_(10} f  (Hz)'); 
xlabel('Trans distance, x(\mum)');
zlabelCNondimensional fi-equency log_{10}[\Omega(x,f)]');
title(['Nondimens freq vs length & freq., ',Mstr,'M KCl, Vambda d = ',lanstr,' nm, V o
= 1 (V)']);
%
fi=fl+l; flgure(fi); surf(xv*le6,loglO(fV),Velm'); shading flat; 
ylabel('log-frequency log_{10} f  (Hz)'); 
xlabel('Trans distance, x(\mum)'); 
zlabel('Time averaged velocity (m/s)');
title(['Time averaged velocity vs length & freq., ',Mstr,'M KCl, \lambda_d = ',lanstr,' 
nm, V o = 1 V']);
